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The men's basketball team
fell to Tennessee 64-53
Wednesday night at the
Gaylord Entertainment
Center in Nashville.

The theater department
presents "levi Bolton," an
original play by a former
Murray State professor.

December 2, 2005

Oven policy upsets s~d~nts
Jacqueline Jordan
Assistant News Editor
jjordan@murraystatc.edu

With residential coll('ge kitchens
closed because of safety concerns,
students arc wondering how long
they will have to find alternative
places to cook.
Some students may have to wait
until next semester before they are
able to tire up replacement stoves.
Bill McKibben, international student adviser, said many of Murray
State's international students are
having a hard time dealing with the
closed kitchens because of culturerestricted diets.
"It's just so inconvenient,'' McKibben said. ''They depended on
those cooking facilities, and eating
out can become costly."
He said many of his advisees have
requested information about alternative housing options.
"I've had students who are under
21 wanting to know how they can get
out of their housing contract," McKibben said. " Because they're under
21. they can't move, and that puts
them in a tight situation."
He said the closed kitchens also
make it harder for recruiters to
attract potential international students.
"A lot of times, potential students
ask if there arc cooking facilities
available," McKibben said. "Right
now, we're having to say no."
However, the closing of the
kitchens is not just affecting international students.
Though Hillarie Shields, freshman
from Bardstown. only used the
kitchen in her residential college
_,__-='o=-'n cc, she felt '9m(ortablc knowing
it was available if she needed it.
Shields said she planned to bake
cookies for un organization she is in
but had to find an off-campus location to do it.
"I think it would have been easier
if we could have baked on campus
where it's col)venient," Shields said.
"It's so much easier to walk down
the hall and put something in the
oven than it is to get your supplies
together, drive to a friend's and cook
there.... It just seems ~illy that we
pay a fee to live in a residential college but can't even cook here."
David Wilson, interim director of
Housing, said the Residential College Councils have been responsible

Jessie t1CaCCK.IU'RUE!SI

Gas stations in the area dropped
unleaded fuel prices below $2 for
the first time In months this week.

Gas prices
drop below
$2 mark
Jim Burress
Contributing Writer
photo illustration by Andrea Chapman/Tile News

Daniel Gachoka, junior from Kenya, chops green onions and prepares turkey for a stew he and
his friends wlll eat w ith qall, a type of com bread. The recent decision to close kitchens or forbid t he use of ovens in residential colleges upsets many students who llve on campus.
for delegating individuals to be on a
committee that will make a formal
proposal on how to solve the stove
problems. He said the committee
has met twice to work on the proposal, which will be sent to Student
Affairs for consideration.
"(When the kitchens will reopen)
will depend on how the proposal is
received, and how quickly the work
can be completed to make the
kitchens usable," Wilson said.
Don Robertson, vice president of

Student Affairs, said negotiations
will begin as soon as the committee
comes to an agreement on the best
way to handle the situation.
However. all kitchens may not
reopen at the same time because of
the varying needs of each. Facilities
Management officials will determine what stoves need to be
replaced and begin renovations to
those kitchens, but some colleges
may only need to have a set of usage
rules in place, Robertson said.

He hopes some kitchens will be
ready before winter break for students with lO·month contracts.
He said new rules addressing the
issue of food being left unattended
in the stoves will be in place in all
residential colleges.
Said Ro~ertson: "The last thing
we want Is to completely remove
them because we know that it is
important for the overall student life
in the residential colleKCS, but we've
got to focus on the safety first."

MSU officials decide against· Renovations
in store
outsourcing for food services forT-Room

Emlly Wuchner
Staff Writer

ewuchner@thenews.org

After much deliberation, Murray State officials decided last
week not to outsource Food Services next year.
Don Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs, and representatives from Financial Aid, Procurement and Food Services analyzed
the pros and cons of outsourcing
before presenting information to
University President F. K.ing
Alexander.
"Typically when you contract
out, it is because of poor service,
complaints from students about
the quality or losing money."
Robertson said. "In our case, we're
not losing money, and service is
good. None of those reasons
affected us."
Robertson said it is unlikely the
new president would decide to
outsource because it is in the best
interest of the students to keep it
within the University.
BiU Benriter. director of Food
Services. said Murray State runs
Food Services and owns all of the
equipment used. If the University
began outsourcing. a private company would run the facilities and
receive most of the profits.
Some of the companies Murray
State considered for outsourcing
were Sodexho and Aramark.
Lori Dial, assistant director of
Student Financial Aid, said the
University made the decision not

"I t hink the Univers ity made a
good d ecisio n. T hey analyzed it
thoroughly, and a lot of people
wo rked really hard. They made a
good d ecisio n."
BWBenrlter
Director of Food Services

to outsource because of the profit
Food Services makes and student
satisfaction.
"Change is good, but when the
program is working, you're making a profit. and staff security, you
should leave things as they are,"
Dial said.
Kim Scranton. freshman from
Chicago, said Winslow offers
enough selection and agrees with
the University's decision not to
outsource.
"I think it is pretty good for a
college," Scranton said. "The people are friendly, and the food
tastes good."
Benriter said the decision to
remain in house means the continuation of a reliable and well-liked
product.
"I think the University made a
good decision," Benriter said.
"They analyzed it thoroughly, and
a lot of people worked really hard.
They made a good decision."

Murray State began considering
outsourcing
when
Benriter
announced his retirement in April.
Don Robertson said he is talking
to several individuals who could
become interim director of Food
Services, and he plans to announce
the interim next week. A national
search for Benriter's permanent
replacement w ill begin in the
spring.
He said candidates must have an
overall knowledge of food services
as well as budgeting and management skills.
Robertson also wants someone
who will work well with students
and make time to attend organization meetings.
He said interpersonal relations
are critical, but replacing Benriter
will.be difficult.
Said Robertson: "It is critical
that we find someone with that
same attitude that implements student suggestions."

this summer
Staff Report
While plans to remodel the Throughbred Room are on hold, some changes
will begin in the spring.
Bill Benriter, director of Food Services, said the University plans to
replace the dish machine during Spring
Break or the summer. He said other
equipment will be replaced later in the
summer.
Benriter said current plans dictate the
T -Room servery, dining area and the
dining area downstairs will not be
remodeled this summer. Funds will be
needed for a new dish machine first and
then for new major/large kitchen equipment.
The University plans to remodel in
stages, replace equipment, revamp the
servery and remodel the dining area.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs said the basic plans have
been drawn already but as it grows closer to remodeling time, they will be further developed.
He said creating more room, especially in the serving lines, is a priority.
"There's no doubt that we have to create a better serving area to be more customer-friendly for students," Robertson
said.
Bill Benriter said early plans show a
circular stairwell leading down to the
second level Stables, which will have
more seating.

By the time Jamie Stockdale, non-student, heard the click from the gas pump
indicating his tank was full, his Chevrolet
Tahoe drank slightly more than 19.5 gallons for $35 even.
..I got gas earlier today," Stockdale said
with a sigh, demonstrating his frustration
with the cost.
But Stocl<.dale, owner of Stockdale Land·
scaping and Tree Farm, was partly
relieved· because gas prices recently
dropped below $2 a gallon.
"Gas is always tough," Stockdale said.
"It's reasonable, but it's still high. It could
definitely go down."
A few months ago when Stockdale was
pumping gas, the Citgo sign read more
than $3. On this visit, it read $l99.
This week was the first time in months
the price for a gallon of regular unleaded
gasoline dropped below the $2 per gallon
mark in Murray. Nationally, the average
price fell to $2.15 per gallon, a 4.7-cent drop
in the last week.
In the past two months. prices have
decreased more than 7J cents per gallon,
according to the Energy Information
Administration Web site.
After Hurricane Katrina took refmeries
off line in late summer. the region saw
weeks of $3-plus per gallon prices. Since
those refineries are coming back online
and producing at pre-hurricane levels,
prices are moderating, said Roger Boyd,
director of public affairs for AAA Kentucky.
"The latest reduction is because they
forecast a more mild winter, which is helping with stability," Boyd said.
He also said since the busy travel season
is drawing to an end, people are driving
less. which helps oil supply levels.
''If the market maintains the way it is
now, we should see continuing low
prices," Boyd said.
The downward pricing trend is good
news for students like Todd Plewa, sophomore from Dyersburg. Tenn.
Plewa works in Paducah and puts about
200 miles a week on his Jeep Cherokee,
which averages just less than 15 miles per
gallon. Like many people, he reduced his
spending to compensate for high gas
prices.
"It cuts into my fun time," Plewa said. "I
don't go out as much. I don't eat out any
more than I have to. It'll never be reasonable, but it's better than it was a month
ago."
Plewa said he longs for the days four
years ago when he began driving and gas
was only $125 per gallon.
Boyd does not expect prices to drop that
low anytime soon but said some experts
are predicting a drastic drop in the future
because of hybrid vehicles.
For the rest of the winter season, prices
should stay just under the $2 per gallon
mark, Boyd said. However, a major cold
spell could cause a spike in prices.
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•Police Beat
Monday, Nov. 21

Saturday, Nov. 26

1:4S p.m. A caller from Hester Col-

9:49 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported the windshield of
his vehicle broke when he tried to
drive through a rope blocking the
parking lot. The driver was given a
self-accident report.

lege reported theft of the college's
flag. A report was taken for theft
by unlawful taking under $300.
4:18 p.m. A caller from Richmond
College reported a student throwing
water balloons out a
third-floor window. The situation
appeared normal upon officer
arrival.
5:59 p .m. Officers at Public Safety
arrested Johnny Grinstead, 20,
freshman from Murray, on a warrant for terroristic threatening.

Tuesday, Nov. 22

Taylor/The News

Armando Bartolo, sophomore from Mayfield, enjoys panslt, a dish
from the Phillipines, Tuesday night in Elizabeth College. The residential college hosted a multicultural food night.
•

MSU Skeptics Club to hold
open meeting for students

maps and cutting guidelines.
Permits may be obtained at the Golden
Pond Visitor Center from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
daily or from the Administrative Office
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday.
Cedar trees may be cut anywhere in
I.BL except areas within sight of U.S. 68.
For more information, call 1-800-LBI.7077 or 924-2000.

The Murray State Skeptics Club will
meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Cumberland
Room of the Curtis Center.
All interested individuals are welcome to
attend.
For further information, call 759-4284.

December Senior Breakfast
honors graduating students Correction

Wednesday, Nov. '23

In the story ''Tornado relief efforts
underway in Indiana, Kentucky," in the
Nov. 18 issue of The Murray State News,
Matt Bertum was misidentified. 'The
News' regrets the error.

The December Senior Breakfast, which
honors graduating seniors and graduate
students, is scheduled for 8 a.m. Wednesday in the Curris Center Large Ballroom.
Tickets are $450, and students may
purchase them from department secretaries, or at the Student Affairs office in
Ordway hall.

12:25 a.m. A caller from Richmond
College reported a student had a
complaint abbut a security guard
in the building. The student and
guard had a prior issue that was
been reported to University Police.
The security guard was moved to
another building.
3:0 S p .m. A caller from College
Courts requested an officer check
on a vehicle parked too closely to
the caller's vehicle. An officer
advised the vehicle was slightly
over the parking space lines but
could not contact the owner.
4:02 p.m. A caller from Hart College reported subjects throwing
water balloons from the east side
of the residential hall toward other
colleges. The individu als were
gone upon officer arrival.
8:30 p .m. An officer at the Curris
Center gave a verbal warning to an
individual for driving in the wrong
lane.

5:37 a.m. A caller from Hart College reported finding a bag of marijuana in the lobby. A report was
taken.

Thursday, Nov. 24
1:54 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported the door to an
apartment had been open since
Tuesday. An officer secured the
door.

Permits available at LBL
for Christmas tree cutting

Friday, Nov. 25

Land Between the Lakes National
Recreation Area is offering Christmas
tree permits for visitors to cut cedar
trees.
The permit entitles a family to cut one
cedar tree at no charge. and provides

Jacqueline Jordan, assistant news editor,
compiles Campus Briefly. If you would like
to submit information for Campus Briefly,
phone 762-4480.

12:14 a.m. A juvenile was reported climbing on the gate at 15th
Street and Olive Boulevard. An
officer advised the juvenile and
and his parents to stay off the gate.

Sunday, Nov. 27
1:19 p .m. A caller from Oakhurst
reported there was no heat in the
building. Central Plant was notified.
6:47 p .m. A caller from College
Courts reported being locked out
of his apartment. The residence
director was notified.
10:31 p.m. The residence director
of Elizabeth College reported the
sink in Room 407 would not turn
off.

Monday, Nov. 28
12:26 a.m. Racer Patrol reported a
loose stop sign near Roy Stewart
Stadium. Central Plant was notified.
1:16 a.m. A caller from White College r~ported a suspicious odor in
the second floor hallway.
7:45 a.m. A caller from 16th and
Main streets reported a street sign
had been stolen.
1:4S p.m. A caller from Regents
College reported her wallet was
missing from her room. A theft
report was taken.
4:48 p.m. A non-student at Public
Safety said a bicycle in the bike
rack may belong to him. The subject had no proof of ownership or
a stolen bike report.
4:52 p.m. An officer near Public
Safety advised a non-student
walking close to campus to stay off
campus.
S:40 p.m. The residence director
of Regents College reported a resident's key would not open the
door to her room. Central Plant
was advised.
6:22 p.m. An individual at Public
Safety reported someone else had
used her debit card. A theft report
was taken.
9:59 p.m. The residence director
of Franklin College reported a
toothpick was stuck in a door lock
and is stopping the key from working p roperly. Central Plant was
advised.
ll:44 p .m. A security guard
reported someone shooting .fire-

works between Clark and Richmond colleges. The individuals
were gone upon officer arrival.

Tuesday, Nov. 29
8:15 a.m. A caller from General
Services reported the Grounds
Crew bad found part of a missing
Murray State sign near the west
side of the building.
12:27 p.m. A caller from the Mur·
ray Bank reported a debit card had
been found in the A TM machine.
The card was placed in lost and
found at Public Safety.
•
7:53 p.m. Racer Patrol reported
two cars parked front-to-front
were touching in the Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot. There
appeared to be no damage to the
vehicles.
8:24 p.m. A caller from White
College requested an officer check
on a vehicle in the parking lot with
trash on it. The owner advised that
the trash was put there as a joke.
10:14 p.m. An officer stopped a
vehicle at th e roundabout for having a street sign in the vehicle. The
property was the sign reported
stolen Monday.

Wednesday, Nov. 30 ·
3:42 p.m. A caller from White
College reported a bone in front of
the building. The bone was part of
a deer carcass and Public Safety
advised the college to dispose of it.
11:47 p .m. A caller from the
Regional Special Events Center
requested someone unlock the
building for the pep band. The
RSEC worker had fallen asleep
and did not wake up to let the band
members in. An officer opened the
building.

Motorist assists - 6
Racer escorts - 9
Arrests - 1

Police Beat is compiled by Jacqueline Jordan, assistant news editor,
with materials p rovided by Public
Safety. All dispatched calls are not-~""'·
listed. For a complete listing, visit
www.thenews.org.
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Red Cross exceeds blood drive goal
Marianne Stonefteld
Staff Writer
mston~field@thenews.org

Chelsea Stephenson, senior from Murray, donated
blood W ednesday. Phlebotomist Jessica ,Reeves
reviews Stephenson's paperwork while she waits.

Students donated more
than gifts for the holidays this
week during the Amer ican
Red Cross' blood drive.
Crowds gathered in the
Curris Cente r Dance Lounge
Tuesday and Wednesday to
donate blood about two
weeks before the University
dismisses for winter break.
Anthony Tinin, donor
recruitment representative.
said nurses collected 77 pints
of blood Tuesday and 90 pints
Wednesday. surpassing the
Red Cross' goal of 150 pints.
Tinin said 189 people participated.
"We were very happy with
the results of (the drive)," he
said.
Though faculty and staff
donated blood, he said the
number of students who
stopped by the Curris Center
to donate blood despite their
busy schedules impressed
Tin in.
''I think people that donate
blood a rc really looking out

for others," Tinin said. "Helping someom.• else needs to be
a priority."
He said bl\lOd donations are
very important, especially in
extreme cases lih people
with hereditary diseases who
require blood transfusio ns on
a regular basis to stay alive.
Cancer patients are the top
users of donated blood, since
they use blood products when
undergoing chemotherapy.
Tinin said.
According to the Red
Cross' Web site, blood products include red blood cells.
white blood cells, platelets
and plasma.
"The bottom line is there's
no artificial substitute (for
blood products)," T inin said.
''They're relying on $Omeone
e lse to help them out.''
T hough 10 people were
unable to donate blood Tuesday because of low iron
counts, the Thanksgiving holiday was beneficial for the
blood d rive he said. The
nutritional value of some traditional T hanksgiving foods
may have positively affected
the iron count in other

donors' blood, Tinin said.
"The p(lst-turkcy c limate
came into play," Tinin said.
"People ate really well over
the weekend."
He said mure people were
mnst likely able to donate
blood because of the quality
of foods consumed over the
holiday WC\~kend.
With the arrival of the holiday season, Tinin said now is
the most crucial time for people to donate blood, with type
0 in the highest demand. People with type 0 blood arc universal donors because their
blood is used most to treat
trauma victims in emergency
rooms.
"We have a hard time keeping up with the demand of
blood (during the holidays),"
Tinin said. "(Type) 0 inventory is already going down,
and we're not close to Christmas yet."
Tinin said doctors working
on a trauma are trying to saye
lives and do not have ample
time to dctl'rmine a patient's
blood type, so they pump
them with type 0 blood.
Blood donors arc not in

their regular routine during
the holiday season, which
Tinin said has a poor affect on
the amount of blood donated
at that time. They arc in the
giving spirit but are unahll' to
go to blood drives because of
vacations or breaks, he said.
Eight hundred pints of
blood are needed every day,
said Shannon Maryjanowski,
senior from Niagara Falls.
N.Y. and member of Murray
State's Red Cross Club.
She gave blood because she
knows it is fo r a good cause.
"It makes you feel good
when they send a ,c ard saying
someone used your blood in
a n operat ion." Maryjanowski
said. "You save lives."
Tinin said the Red Cross
will have other blood drives
at Murray State on Jan. 31 and
Feb. I.
According to the Red
Cross' Web site. someone i,n
Ame rica needs a blood transfu sion every twu seconds.
Blood transfusions arc used
for trauma victints, newborns
a nd premature babies, organ
transplants and heart surgeries.

Bathrooms fail to meet disability act requirements
"We have not had funds to renovate all of the buildings." Oatman
' With the recent updates to White said.
Bonnie Higginson, head of White
and Regents- cullcges, the residence
lialls are forced to undergo bath- College, said since White's renovaroom renovations because of the tion, there were things that needed
to bt\ done, such as adding name
Americans with Disabilitic:,; Act.
According to the U.S. Equal plates to doors in the lobby.
Oatman said there have not been
Opportunity Employment Commission Web site. public areas must any complaints about the bathmakl' •·reasonable accommodation" rooms in the college lobbies, but
Higginson said there was an incifor people with disabilities.
In Murray Srate's "Invitation to dent during early move-in this past
Bid" letter sent out to prospective summer.
She said a parent was in a wheelcontractors. the project description
objective is t o renovate the first chair and had to be taken to Mason
floor lobby men's and women's Hall because it is the closest buildrestrooms in Regents and White ing wit h handicapped-accessible
Colleges to make them compatible bathrooms.
Oatman said the renovatio ns
with ADA requirements."
"W e aren't required to bring should start in a few weeks. Accord(buildings) up to code unless we ing to the bid letter, Murray State
renovate part of tliem,, Kim ' Oat- · bcgaii1abcepting biHs Nov. 29.
Said Oatman: "W e 'al'e 'PlannMg
ftUin, f>ir ectM' of\ F.Iffitlftes 'Design
o n putting in plumbin~ fixtures, tol:..
anti CohstTuction, saiU.
\
Oatman also said that means ther e lets and sinks that meet ADA code
may be buildings on campus that do and modifyi ng the doors for easy
access."
,iot meet the ADA's standards.

.Staff Report

.

Bathroom stalls at Regents College have reinforced handrails to
comply with housing accessibility codes.

httfJJ/www.disabllltylf'lfO.gov

Stutly witll
Murray State
U11lrerslty
alltl ,,.
Cooperatlre
Ceafer for Study
A6roatl aext
summer.

Ear• MSU cretllt (3-6 hours) I• a wltle variety of courses
available 1•:
Austrolio
England
Indio
Jomoico
Scotland
Belize
Ghana
Ireland
New Zeolond
South Africo
Visit CCSA's website for a full list of courses: www.ccsa.cc
more information contact: Mr. David Bolthrop, Dept. of Theatre and Donee, 7 62-4421 ,
Dr. Celio Wall, Dept. of Journalism and Moss Communication, 762-3171.
Application deadline: Feb. 28, 2006
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OPINION

Opinion EdJtor: Hockelle Gray
Phone: 762-4468

Old applian~es need updates
What do you think about
the residential college
kitchens closing?

"'I think it's
stupid."
Darrell Stillwell
sophomore, Hodgenvi/16

"I think it is
ridiculous. What
if I want a griUed
cheese sandwich
at 3 in the
morning?"

The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the
editorial board of The
Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of all section editors.
The kitchens in the residential colleges are now
closed for business. University officials closed the
kitchens because of the
amount of fa.re hazards they
were causing. This University action was an extreme
measure that could be elimi·
nated by updating the
kitchens with modem appliances.
Officials chose to restrict
the kitchens until further
notice, which is the main
source of some students'
dining. Many students elect
not to get a meal plan and
decide to buy food and prepare in their colleges. These
students are looking for
alternative options since the
kitchens have been closed.
Other students have par·
ticular foods they eat that

In My

Opinion

"That is retarded.
There are people
that actually use
them. This is a
,Murray scam to
make students
buy meal plans."
}.

) •

Jeruiifer Miller
junior, Edwatdsville, Ill

"Closing the
kitchens doesn't
matter to me
because I never
use them, but it
does put an end
to the fire
alarms."

Cawein
" SEXUAL
CHEMISI'RY.

Two .PEOPLE
EITHER HAVE IT

Jason Frizzell

OR THEY

junior, Clinton

Amanda Von Kannei/The

For instance. contempo·
rary stoves should replace
turn with stoves that automaticaUy off by a timer.

Lack of intimacy leads to celebrity couple's separation

sophomo/8,
Cllpf1 Girardeau, Mo

.

were given
tration after they decided to
attend Murray State.
The University should not
shut down the kitchens but
update the kitchens to

(Sex Why Wait?) The demise of the 'Nawlyweds'

Bolly Pritchard

t•

must be prepared a certain
way because of allergies and
dietary needs. By taking
away kitchen privileges, the
University also took away
the guarantee these students

Stoves being left on by
students would alert fire
alarms, which contributed
to the shut down of
kitchens.
Supplied cookware can
help eliminate spills. Spillproof pots and pans have
been invented for this rea·
son.
Griddles, indoor grills and
woks arc small appliances
that could improve kitchen
safety because they have
compartments that store oil,
which prevents spills.
The University should
look at all possible solutions
before they decide to
reopen the kitchens. These
updates should be made in a
timely fashion unlike the
decision the administration
made to close the residential
colleges.
Many universities have
kitchens in their dorms, so
there is defmitely a solution
to operating a safe community kitchen and reducing
the problems that can come
along with residential college kitchens.

DON'T, AND
Ne~-.'5

IT'S A CRITICAL
INGREDIENT IN

A HEAI:rHY
MARRIAGE."
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While most of us were gnawing on turkey bones and
microwaving leftover stuffing,
America's favorite reality couple, Nick Lachey and Jessica
Simpson, were busy snapping
the wishbone dreams of gay
men and teenage girls everywhere with the announcement
of their separation.
The tabloid covers had been
teeming for months with
rumors of infidelity, jealousy
and splitsville on the horizon
for the stars of MTV's "Newlyweds." Denial became the
name of the game until last
week when the ugly truth was
revealed and Simpson and
Lachey's dirty laundry was
sent out to the line.
So what happened to this
fairy-tale couple? Why does
good love go bad? If they can't
make it, then who - stop. That
one is so ludicrous, I won't
even finish it.
What I will do is offer a theory on the demise of this onceperfect love. Interestingly
enough, I actually predicted
the marriage wouldn't last
from the moment Jessica began
her walk down the aisle.
At the outset of Nick and Jessica's relationship, you could
have thrown a ticker-tape
parade with all the holier-thanthou trash that was written
about Jessica's decision to
remain chaste until marriage.
In other words, she wasn't giv-

ing it up until he gave up a diamond ring sizable enough to
weigh down the right hand of
Atila the Hun.
Jessica seems to be part of an
ever-growing
movemen t
among young men and women
to abstain from sex until married. Often tagged with the
motto "true love waits," teens
who ascribe to this philosophy
believe God will lead them to
Mr. or Ms. Right. The theory is
that since the wedding cake is
practically being sliced by the
Almighty himself, the sex will
be amazing because this is the
person with whom you're to
spend eternity.
But I digress - back to our
dear, departed Newlyweds.
Nick finally held up his end of
the bargain and (we can
assume) Jessica held up her
end.
We've reached the crux of
my newlywed crucifixion theory: just because two people are
sickeningly beautiful and have
all the right ripples and curves
in all the right places and a
smile that would blind Ray
Charles does not mean they
will have incredible, life-altering, wake-the-neighbors. bangthe-headboard,
scar-yourhouse pets sex.
Sexual chemistry. Two people either have it or tbey don't,
and it's a critical ingredient in a
healthy marriage. As my parents - who love me, raised me

well and want me to be sue·
cessful in love and life - once
told me. sex can't make a relationship. but it can break a
relationship.
The throes of infatuation
only last so long. For a relationship to succeed, a great
many elements must be present. Not the least of these are
trust, compatibility, honesty
and loyalty.
But Jet's imagine a relation·
ship is a bridge. For the sake of
amusement, we'll further imagine it is a bridge over troubled
water. This bridge has two
major components: the road
that crosses the water. and the
supports that suspend the
bridge in midair. The road
itself is the aforementioned
assets like loyalty, honesty,
trust, communication, compatibility, etc. The support beams
represent a healthy sex life.
If a relationship only has the
support beams, clearly it's not
going anywhere. It can't get
over the water, it isn't growing,
changing and progressing. If
the relationship only has the
road, though, it's going to go
crashing straight down into the
troubled water~
If unhappiness exists in the
bedroom, eventually the dis·
satisfaction is going to seep
into every other facet of the
relationship. The dissatisfied
partner will be on edge and
easily upset or frustrated by

the discourse outside the bedroom. as well. A lack of willingness to C..'l(plore new things
to attempt to better the bed·
room life will signal to the
partner a wanton attitude
about the relationship. If my
partner doesn't care enough to
please me in the bedroom. why
should I believe my partner
cares about me at all?
Furthermore, one of the oftcited distresses of the Simpson·lachey union is suspected
infidelity. Infidelity, though its
causes are broad and numer·
ous, can be a glaring symptom
of sexual dissatisfaction.
I am not suggesting if Nick
and Jessica had sampled the
forbidden fruit before they said
"I do" that all would've been
well. More truthfully. what I'm
suggesting is had they had sex
first, they might have realized a
fundamental aspect of their
relationship was non-existent.
Then it would have been as
easy as shaking hands and
going about one's merry way.
One elaborate wedding, a
reality show, some idiotic comments and a lot of bad tabloid
photos later, it's likely when all
this is over neither of their
ways will be very merry any
more.

Elizabeth Cawein is the assistant lifestyles editor for the
Murray State News.

Your 0I)inion
Blood banks deserves
credit in news article

Editing practices ruin
quality of commentary

This letter is in regard to the Sept.
23 edition of the Murray State News.
I was very pleased to see our blood
center staff getting front page attention from your publication only to
find out Blood Center was mis-identi·
fled as the American Red Cross.
Murray State alternates blood dri·
ves with the American Red Cross and
the Western Kentucky Regional Cen·
ter.
It is a little known fact that not
every blood center is an American
Red Cross blood center.
In fact, community blood centers
like the Western Kentucky Regional
Blood Center provide more than half
of our nation's blood supply. The
problem is we are constantly
misidentified as the American Red
Cross and denied credit for the great,
life-saving work we do.
On behalf of the Western Kentucky
Regional Blood Center, we would
appreciate any further articles
depicting our blood drives and staff
be identified as such. Both organizations do great work and both need
positive attention.
Thank you for your help in resolv·
ing this matter.

To call the editing of my recent
commentary "Stalinist" would underestimate the implications of what I
believe has occurred. My commentary titled, "Work contributions from
all necessary for thriving economy"
(originally "In Defense of Capital·
ism"), was needlessly and seriously
butchered by the editor.
My sources were removed, which
made my thesis shaky. Entire argu·
mcnts were deleted. leaving general
statements. Furthermore, nearly all of
the work was heavily censored and
re-written to appear ridiculous and
weak. I wager the liberal staff of
"The News" intentionally butchered
my commentary to make its conservative ideas appear flawed.
I suggest The News publish what
people submit, instead of rewriting
editorials to suit their shallow, University-funded perspective. Remov·
ing key facts proves either fear of
truth or the dismissal of it.

Vicki S. Ellis
Director of donor resources Western
Kentucky Regional Blood Center.

Aaron Butler
sophomore
Owensboro

Speaker misconstrues
biblical facts at speech
I am writing about the Nov. 9 presentation by creationist Mike Riddle

•
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of "Answers In Genesis", sponsored
by Christ Ambassadors and about the
article, "Speaker debates scientific
thought," in the Nov. 11 issue of The
Murray State News. Davenport's article was misleading in claiming Riddle
"used valid sources to back up his
assertions."
In fact, Riddle presented selective
evidence and out-of-context quotations from reputable sources that
appeared to support his position but
did not. I cannot fully support this
assertion in the space available but
will give an example of Riddle's use
of selective evidence to show his
methods.
Riddle claimed the "quantized r:ed
shift" shows that Big Bang cosmology
is incorrect and that the Earth must
be relatively near the center of the
universe. Tim Thompson, a physicist at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
explains the issue in this way: "The
large majority of astronomers do not
accept the argument that redshifts
are quantized, based on weaknesses
in both observational and theoretical
evidence in their favor.. . Creati.onist(s) commonly assume that quantized redshifts arc a proven fact, and
always base their arguments on this
false assumption. But, unsatisfied
with only one false ac;sumption. they
proceed to accept an even worse false
assumption, namely that quantized
redshifts and Big Bang cosmology are
incompatible. This is most certainly

false...~antization in redshifts. even
if real (which is at least debatable),
does not affect the redshift-distance
relationship and presents no major
problem for Big Rang cosmology, or a
13-14-15 billion year old universe."
This is just one of many misreprc·
sentations of evidence, but Riddle's
other arguments repeat this pattern.
Riddle and the Christ Ambassadors
do a disservice to students and their
religion by misrepresenting scientific
evidence and authorities in support
of their preconceived agenda.
Edward Cox
Assistant professor of Philosophy
Murray

Write to as
The Murray State News wei~
comes commentaries and letters
to the editor. letters shQUld be
300 words or less and must be
siped. Contributor$ should
include addresses and phone
numbers for verification. Please
include hometown. classification,
title br relationship to the University.

Commentaries should be limit·
ed to 600 words. The Murray
State News reserves the right to
edit for style, length and content.
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1\nswers in Genesis' lecture Modern life leads to the end
-questions merits of evolution of 'Dis~ey' ide~ relationships
Courtestes make falry-tales come true

In My
Opinion

Raymond
Stricklin
"THROUGH
THEIR
RESEARCH,
THESE SCIENTISTS HAVE
REACHED LOGICAL, BUT STII.L
UNANSWERED,
CONCLUSIONS."

I was surrounded by opm10ns that creationism
older · women and their and intelligent design
kids in the Curris Center should not be taught in the
Theater Nov. 23. The pro- science classrooms. I was
jection screen illuminated baffled by this statement
the animated planets, a and many others. Riddle
fierce green dinosaur and debated
evolutionary
the words "Answ~rs in thought to a mere faithGenesis" written in slightly based belief. Mike Riddle,
less eliminating light sky with his no hesitation
blue letters.
delivery, was arguing
In front of the screen against a supposed faithstood a man with crisp based belief for his faithblond hair on the verge of based belief.
graying. He wore a light
"The primordial soup is
blue shirt and dark blue a lie, folks," he said in the
middle of his presentation.
khaki pants.
No, Mike, the primordial
This was the making of a
man from the group soup is real, and you have
"Answers in Genesis." not found your way out.
Over our heads, we can
However, this was not
jason Lisle, who was see the vast expanse of
sch~duled to lecture but
stars and the wonders of
could not make it because the universe. Some strive
of illness. This was a by to find the answers in the
product of the organiza- mysterious light illuminattion, and his name was . ed from the stars, the sun
and the moon. These peoMike Riddle.
Mike Riddle cleared his ple have swam out of this
throat and begaq to speak. soup (let us call these
His voice was raised like swimmers scientists), and
that of a pastor delivering a they study the origin of
sermon filled with fire and space and the origin of ourbrimstone. He spoke with- selves.
Through their research,
out any pauses between
statements. Those state- these
scientists have
ments were filled with an reached logical, but still
unsettling and unbeliev- unanswered, conclusion.
able message.
Filled with excitement,
He stated evolution is they returned back to the
not at all scientific, and soup with their great news.
then voiced his strong They reported this to their

less intelligently-evolved
counterparts, who have
never left this soup. These
people respond with hostility. They say these so·
called scientist are crazy,
and they look for answers
behind their shadows or
their blind faith. These
poor, less-traveled souls
name their answers for the
universe with one word,
God.
I was left that night after
three hours of lecture concerned for the future of
America. "Answers to Genesis" is building a twentyfive million dollar creatjon
museum. I also think of
how Riddle does not want
creationism or intelligent
design to be taught in
classrooms. He thought the
theory of evolution was
belleved by faith.
His answer was God, and
that answer poses no more
questions for our future
studies and advancements.
No more questions would
mean a halt in our evolution as human beings. We
are diving back into the
primordial soup.

In My
Opinion
•

Rockelle
Gray
"RESPECT,
UNDERSTANDING, PATIENCE,
FAITH, COMMUNICATION AND

LOVE SHOULD
ALWAYS BE
IMPLEMENTED
INTO A RELA-

TIONSHIP."

Raymond Stricklin is a
sophomore English literature major from Greenfield,
Tenn.

P5 YC. HIATRY
Is 5o F"AKE.l
It

After watching "The Notebook" for probably the lOOth
time, I began to wonder if the
unrealistic view of relationships presented in the ftlms is
like most things in Hollywood,
made up in writers' minds to
sell lJlOVies to love-sick
teenagers.
I grew up watching all the
Disney classics like "Cinderella" and '"Snow White," which
coined the phrase ''happily
ever after" ending. Is this ending realistic? With the divorce
rate continuing to soar above
the half-way mark, I began to
think these classics set up too
much expectation.
Like many college students,
I have had many failed relationships. With experience in
the area of dating, I formed an
opinion. I think people do not
want to put forth an effort to
make a successful relationship
work. Commitments requires a
vast amount time and partnership.
The fast·paced world of "I
get what I want when I want
it'' has changed today's relationships into a mere stop at a
fast food restaurant. If you
don't have what I want, then I
am leaving. If you don't do
what I like, I am leaving. If you
don't conform to what I like, I
am leaving.
How can young daters get
back to the basics of relationships and learn to enjoy themselves without rushing out to
find something else whenever
they do not get what they
want? My grandparents have
been married for 48 years. I
know a long-lasting relation-

ship is possible in today's
world.
I am not saying if things are
not worlting out, you sbould
stay in a relationship that is
making you miserable. Sometimes attraction can cloud the
judgment and upon second
notice, you Sf!e something
completely different. I just
think if things are clicking,
then try to get out of the
imagery scope of relationships
and try to ftnd something real.
There are six elements that
can makes a lasting relationship: Respect, understanding,
patience, faith, communication
and love. They should always
be presented in a relationship.
These courtesies are important to building a fundamental
relationship with lasting val·
ues.
I know these ideas are simple. These humanistic traits
should be shared in every relationship. But, they seem to be
the threat that keeps Sleeping
Beauty and her prince together
in the perfect union.
Time and patience are
instrumental to making a successful relationship and the
best way to insure a happy
future with the one you love.
Everyone wants the fairytale. No one goes into a marriage expecting to divorce. In
order to make your dating
dreams come true, it takes
more than fairy god-mother. It
takes work.
Rockelle Gray is the opinion
editor for The Mu"ay State
News.

Variety of factors contribute
to campus kitchen closings
In My
Opinion

Nic
Bullock
"LET PRESI-

DENT

F. KING

Al.r..XANDER
AND THE UNI-

VERSITY KNOW
THAT WE

WANT OUR
KITCHENS."

First they take Coke, now
they want our kitchens! I
recently learned the kitchens
in all residential colleges are
being closed. I think it's
because people sometimes
forget about their food in the
oven, have the flame too high
while cooking and the food
starts smoking, thus causing
the fire alarm to activate. I
think these are the reasons
why they arc ..:losing the
kitchens.
A lot of people do use the
kitchens, and since residents
are not permitted to have any
type of cooking appliances in
the rooms, there should be
some place where they may
prepare food. Some students
may have a certain diet that
requires the usc of an oven or
stove.
I'm not sure if all of the
kitchens are being closed and
for how long. I'm guessing the
cause is the weekly vi<;its from
the fire department. I think
this problem could be easily
avoided if we all remember
that burning food causes
smoke, thus triggering certain
automatic responses, such as
fire alarm and subsequent
calls to the fire department.

Each time the r~e depart·
ment comes, I believe it costs
the university money. To take
away the kitchens would
result in less money spent.
There are quite a few things
that cause smoke in a kitchen.
These would include forgetting about the food cooking in
the oven, having the burner
set on high temperature. cooking with grease, cooking food
too long, empty pans on a hot
burner and maybe some old
spills on the stove or in the
oven that burn. This is not an
exhaustive list, but you get the
idea. Some sort of ventilation
would also help.
It would be a tragic loss if
the kitchens remain closed. I
know that I would miss the
smell of people baiting sugar
bread and burning popcorn.
As I said before, a lot of people will be upset and I think
that we should speak up about
this. Let President F. King
Alexander and the University
know that we want our
ltitchens!

Nic Bullock is a creative writ·
ing major from Mt. Vernon, Ill.

·'' Ifwe have had any success while I have been at Murray State, it has
been because of the very special people I have worked with here. ' '
William Benriter
Director of Food Services
In My
Opinion

William
Benriter

Director retires in January after 17 years of food industry
Next month, after 17 and a half years, I
will retire as Food Service director at Murray State. In total, I have been in the food
service business in some fashion for more
than 35 years. In a short letter, it is hard to
thank everyone who has been so helpful to
me during these last 17 and a half years.
l especially want to thank everyone who
was involved or who attended my retirement dinner Nov. 3. It was an event I will
long remember and treasure. If we have
had any success while I have been at Mur·
ray State, it has been because of the very
special people I have worked with here. So
special in fact, their peers have voted at
least eight of them as winners of the Staff
Congress Employee of the Year Award

each of those years at the annual awards
dinner in the fall. Food Service has more
than 85-full time employees and more than
200 part·timc student employees, all of
whom work so very hard to bring a quality product to the University community
we serve. Food Services directors may
come and go, but these special employees
are the ones that make it happen meal
after meal, day in and day out.
Thanks to the special student leaders I
have had the opportunity to work with
during my time here. I am always so
impressed at how hard they work and
how involved they arc to still be such good
students in the classroom. During the
years I have been here, members of the

Residential College Association, Black
Student Council and the Student Government Association have kept me involved
and fully aware of what students on this
campus want from Food Services. I hope
we have been able to deliver and to meet
their needs. These young people are special, and I know the Murray State community is proud of them.
In conclusion, 1 want to thank Don
Robertson, vice-president of Student
Affairs, for his leadership and all he as
done for me and good service at Murray
State. Finally, a very special th:~nk you to
the professional women in my life at work
within our office, who haw had to put up
with my very different work-related

habits. Thanks to Rhonda, Lyn, Becky,
Kathy, Stacey, Jackie, Terri and this year,
student workers: Mallory, Monica and
Brittany. There are so many more to
thank. all of whom have given me many
special memories. Thanks to Jim, Gale,
Jack and many, many more.
In January of 2006, I will be in the classroom on a part time basis, and I look forward to that and the extra time I will have
for my special wife, step-daughter and
step-grandson.

William Benriter is the director of Food
Services.
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Kentucky weak on anti-smoking University raises security level
(AP) WASIDNGTON - Just a
Michigan, Missouri, New Rampfraction of the money that states shire South Carolina. Tennessee
received from tobacco settlements and the District of Columbia spend
and taxes is being used to prevent no state funds at all, the report
smoking, advocacy groups report· found, while 30 other states fund at
edina study Wedn{'sday.
less than half of the recommended
The Campaign for Tobacco-Free amount.
Kids, American Heart Association, ' Kentucky ranks 37th on the list,
American Cancer Society and spending $2.7 million on prevenAmerican
Lung
Association tion programs out of a recomreleased the report, "A Broken mended $25.1 million. According to
Promise to Our Children."
the survey, 27.6 percent of KenSome $551 million is allocated for tucky adults and 32.7 percent of
tobacco-use prevention programs high school students smoke, among
in the 2006 fiscal year, the study the high~st percentages in the
said.
nation.
That pales in comparison with
States ~ell tobacco-related funds
the $1.6 billion the Centers for Dis- to pay off budget shortfalls and use
ease Control and Prevention rec- them for capital campaigns and
ommended, said Vince Willmore. construction projects, the report
spokesman for the campaif,"U.
said.
States also get prevention money
Even that amount would repre·
sent a small part of the $21.3 billion from the CDC. Averaging about $1
available to states this year from million per state, the total is
the 1998 tobacco settlement and nowhere near what the CDC rcc·
state tobacco taxes.
ommends, said Dr. David Nelson,
Only Maine, Colorado, Delaware senior scientific adviser for the
and Mississippi spend at least the CDC's Office on Smoking and
minimum levels rec9mmended by Health.
State minimums, based on popu·
the CDC, the stud}· said.

lation size and need, range from
S7.3 million for Wyoming to more
than $165 million for California.
Ballot initiatives forcing states to
spend tobacco tax or settlement
money on prevention programs
could solve these shortfalls in the
future, advocates said.
Colorado, which passed such an
initiative as part of a tax increase in
2004, showed the bij!:gest progress
in this year's report. The state's
prevention spending rose to $27
million from $4.3 million in 2004,
Willmore said. The CDC minimum
for Colorado is $24.6 million.
Montana and Oklahoma's prevention spending improved thanks
to similar initiatives, he said.
The tobacco industry said
money from its $206 billion settlement with the states should be
used for its agreed-upon purpose.
The industry spends $15.4 billion
marketing tobacco products, nearly 2!! times the amount of state
spending on tobacco prevention,
the report said. Industry representatives declined to confirm or deny
that number.

on over-the-phone information .
Staff Report
Students and parents who wish to
request account information over the
telephone now must follow n new procedure.
As of Thursday, those requesting
information must provide the student's
Social Security number and the student's
security code.
Amy Bell, scholarship clerk in the Bursar's office, said the new procedure was
implemented for security reasons so
office personnel are certain they are giv·
ing information to authorized people.
"I think it'll be beneficial because we'll
know who we're speaking with," Bell
said.
Murray State adopted the security
code system to be in accordance with the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act of 1974. a federal law that protects
the privacy of student records. FERPA
applies to institutions that receive feder ·
al funds.
The security code is an eight-digit,
system-generated alpha-numeric num-

ber, and all Murray State students will
have one assigned. It can be found on
Murray State's PIN system.
Academic information will not be
available with the security code.
Bell said she was not aware of any
problems concerning un:luthorized per·
sons obtaining students' llnancial information.
Maggie Shupe, freshman from Apopka,
Fla.. said she had not heard of th~ new
tele"phone procedure.
When she wishes to check her account
information, Shupe said she uses the PIN
system.
Shupe's parents most likely will not
use her security code because they ask
her when they need her account infor·
mation, she said.
Whether students will usc the new
system is uncertain, she said.
"It's just easier to get on PIN."' Shupe
said.
For mor~ information about the new
security code visit http:/ / campus.mur·
raysta te.edu/ administ/ accounting/bursar/bursmcnu.htm.
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President Bush explains strategy for Iraq victory, troops' role :
Speech aims to gain
public support
(A£1)
WASHINGTON
Amid growing pressure to
bring U.S. troops home from
Iraq, President Bush is refusing
to set a timetable but indicating
that by 2006. Iraqi forces will
be sufficiently trained to let
American troops sh.ift to less
visible and possibly less dan·
gerous mles
In a speech Wednesday at the
U.S. Naval Academy at
Annapolis, Md., Bush spelled
out what he called his strategy
for victory in Iraq. a plan that
contained no new approaches
and no start date for withdraw·
ing U.S. troops. He urged
patience,
claimed
steady
progress and vowed to accept
nothing less than "complete
victory."'
Democrats · were quick to

criticize, accusing llush of failing to answer squarely the most
pressing questions on tht.•
minds of Americans who won·
der whether the cost in Ameri·
can blood and treasure has
been worth it.
"If things on the ground in
Iraq are as rosy as the picture
the president painted today.
then we should be able to begin
to bring our troops home in
2006," said Sen . Edward
Kennedy, D·Mass. "But, even
according to th~: White House's
own document, we are a long
way from vi£tory."
Kennedy was referring to a
White House report, titled
"National Strategy for Victory
in Iraq," that was released
before Bush spoke as an outline
of the administration's ratio·

nale, strategy and measures of
progress.
By next year, nush said, U.S.
commanders expect the Iraqi
security forces to be able to
assume more of the direct com·
bat roles now performed by
U.S. troops.
"We will continue to shift
from providing security and
conducting operations against
the enemy nationwide to conducting more specialized orerations targeted at the most dangerous terrorists," Bush said.
"We will incrensingly move out
of Iraqi cities, reduce the number of bases from which we
operate and conduct fewer
patrols and convoys."
The implication is that fewer
U.S. troops wlll be needed. at
least for missions that have
been causing the bulk of U.S.
casualties. So far. more than
2,100 American troops h:lVe
died in Iraq.
In noting that U.S. forces
have begun turning over con·

trol of military bases to the
Iraqis, Bush singled out the
Nov. 22 han dover of a base near
Tikrit that includes one of Sad·
dam Hussein's former palace
complexes. Bush said it had
served as a U.S. military headquarters "in one of Iraq's most
dangerous regions."
Bush's definition of victory in
Iraq suggested years of additional U.S. military assistance.
But it also may have set the
stage for what Pentagon offi·
cials already have said: an
expected 2006 d rawdown of
U.S. forces, which now total
nearly 160,000. Bush emphasized recent progre!ls in the
training of Iraqi security forces.
noting that they now control
several sections of Iraq, including large portions of Baghdad.
"Victory will come when the
terrorists and Saddamists can
no longer threaten Iraq's
democracy, when the Iraqi
security forces can provide for
the safety of their own citizens,

1

and when Iraq is not a safe
haven for terrorists to plot new
attacks on our nation," he said.
It's not clear that terrorists
have used Iraq as a haven to
plot attacks on the United
States, but Bush's remark sug·
gested a link between terrorists
now in Iraq and those who
planned the 2001 suicide hijack
attacks. The two "share the
same ideology," Bush said, of
seeking to "sow anger and
hatred and despair."
While stoutly defending his
war strategy, Bush also
acknowledged some setbacks
and cautioned that the months
ahead would be difficult. He
noted that the Iraqi security
force originally created to fight
the insurgents "proved to be no
match" for the enemy. and that
some early training for Iraqi
police was inadequate.
"Their performance is .still
uneven in some areas," Bush
said, referring generally to Iraqi
security forces.

Bush's speech was the first in
a series of planned presidential
audresses aimed nt shoring up
public support for a war that
has lasted much longer and
caused more U.S. casualties
than the admini~tration origi·
nully expected.
"Our goal is to train enough
Iraqi forces so they can c:my
the fig)lt,'' Bush said. "And this
will take time and patience."
Sen. Patrick Leah}', D-Vt.,
called Bush's remarks ''nothing
more than a spruced-up vcr·
sion of more of the !'arne, rid·
died with fed -good rhetoric
that bears little relationship to
the facts facing our troops-"
House Minority Leader
Pelosi,
D·Calif.,
Nancy
cmhraced a call by a prominent
defense hawk in her party to
begin a troop withdrawal.
Two weeks ago, Rep. John
Murtha. D-Pa., ~et off a political
firestorm when he said a complete pullout should he
achieved in six months.

..
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University provides emergency procedures
Stephanie Zeller
News Editor

Bow to be ufe darlag

sz~ller@thenews.org

"Wlwn is St. Nicltolas Day?"

St. Nicholas Day is Dec. 6 and
celebrates the fourth century
bishop who was renowned for
his great kindness and his generous aid to those in distress.
What you said:
"March 12 ... I really have no
idea."
Kaleb Scharm.ahom
sophomore from Benton
"It's Christmas ... duh."
Nathan Futrell
sophomore from Mayfield

I'm

"I would say Christmas, but
guessing this is some kind of
trick question thing, so the
'answer is probably not Christmas."

Bonnie Frye
freshman
from Olive Branch, Miss.
"The night of Dec. 5, I think."
Sarah Balbach
freshman from Louisville
"Dec. 20."

Jennifer Carter
junior from EdwardsviUe, IlL
''I cou ld be way off but I'm thinking that its on Dec. 6. I'm not
sure if that's the right day or not.
It might be another holiday."
ZachHudson
junior from Advance, Mo.

Correct answers: 3
Wrong answers: 12

aTonuadoW~

After the severe weather
that struck the region Nov.
15, University officials arc
emphasizing the importance
of emergency procedures.
Jeff Steen, Murray State
Environment Coordinator.
said students need to be
aware of weather conditions.
"When
the
National
Weather ·S!!rvice sees rotation on radar and it looks as
if it could track over the city
of Murray or even close to
Murray. we turn tht~ siren
on," Steen said.
Murray State has four
sirens, and the city has
three. He said students
should listen for a siren that
sounds wavering.
"What we encourage pt·ople to do when they hear the
sirens is to get into a substantially large structure
and tune in to a local TV or
radio station," Steen said.
Two alert sirens sounded
Nov. 15. The first time, he

•lloablcle.set .......
lm!Dedlatdy.
• Go toward the.Jowest

ftoor, ~brdiWay •
tile balelllt:llt.
• Avoklwbadows.
• Stay calla aad tilDe blto

a local tete..._ or
radio statlcm.

Vant'Ssa Childt~rs/7/w N<'W•

Students follow emergency procedures b y sitting
in the first floor hallway of Wilson Hall Nov. 15
waiting for the all clear siren to sound.
said, was because rotation
was observed on radar to
the northwest of Murray. He
also said this was the tornado that touched do\1.-'D in
Marshall County. It grew to
a F-4 category tornado as it
traveled across the ground.
"We usually don't see F-4s
around here.'' Steen said.
Be also said a second
rtltarion was seen on radar

southwest of Murray. which
prompted them to sound the
second alert. However, that
cloud mass broke up and
turned into the storm that
traveled over Murray.
The third siren that
sounded should have been
the all clear, he said, but
many thought it was an
alert.
"We've checked (the

• Llltea for tile aU dear
alrea-a 10Ud toae.
Source. Public Sa~

sirens) and they all seem to
be operational," Steen said.
"It might have been operator error, but we don't know
that for sure."
Weather radios are avail·
able at Radio Shack and
Wal-Mart to alert students
of severe weather.

He said Public Safety has
a weather radio to listen for
weather alerts from the
National Weather Service.
According to information
from Public Safety Captain
Larry Nixon, Steen and Public Safety work hand in hand
to alert the campus of
potential weather threats.
The information
also states Steen has been
"instrumental in developing
and administering a Building Coordinator Program,
which addresses the various
emergency
procedures
applicable to the university
community."
Steen said the p rogram
consists of a powerpoint
presentation sent to all
building coordinators of
each of the buildings on
campus.
"Everybody who is faculty
and staff should be familiar
with the p rogram," Steen
said.
Students can also attend a
free
weather
spotting
course provided by the
National Weather Service in
the spring.

Louisville plays host to child abuse experiment
(AP) IOWA CITY. Iowa - Eight
years ago. researcher~ started testing
a new prevention strategy they hoped
would reduce child abuse and neglect
by getting more community involvement.
But analysis and results released
Wednesday show the experiment,
tested in four cities across the nation,
including Louisville, had no significant impact on child rc-abuse rates or
the availability and quality of services
for struggling parents.
However, researchers at the University of Chicago found families that
participated in the study showed
modest gain!'! in areas of reducing
parental depression and stress,
improvements in child safety nnd
renewed. trust in governmtmt agencies.
"The evaluation offers valuable
lessons for improving child welfare
practice and underscores the significant challenges in building .communi~
ty responsibility for child protection,"
said Deborah Daro, investigator and
author of the report prepared b}' the

rr;;t' 'Rt'S id~·

University of Chicago's Chapin Hall
Center for Children.
The reform model, called Community Partnerships for Protecting Children, was developed in 1996 to cast
the child protection safety net beyond
the traditional government agencies.
By involving neighbors, relatives
:ind others in the community,
researchers believed they could
reduce abuse, re-abuse and neglect
and improve stability for children in
foster care.
With $41 million from the Edna
McConnell
Clark
Foundation,
researchers set up four pilot CPPC
projects in high-risk communitics in
Cedar Rapids. Iowa; St. Louis;
Louisville; and Jacksonville, Fla.
The report acknowledged that each
city participating in the experiment
had residents who struggled with
common child welfare challenges like
high caseloads, abuse levcls,_poverty
and uncertain government funding.
In Cedar Rapids. Iowa, for example,
child welfare officials began working
with families to develop individual

plans and address the risks and causes ofnbuse.
Social workers began expanding
family support networks to help parents managl' checkbooks, deal with
drug and domestic abuse issues or
everydny tasks like transportation to
doctor's appointments or the grocery
sture, officials said.
Families under investigation for
abuse attend meetings with a team of
experts - counselors, lawyers, friends,
teuchcrs. clergy - to identify family
needs and help keep children safe.
The report found the results varied
fn e;lCh city.
At St. ,Louis' t<.•st site, data shows
cuts in foster care placements and
abuse reports compared to other
parts of the city and statewide.
In Jacksonville, abuse rates at the
original test site were not as significant as spinoff locations using the
same model.
The test site-in Louisville showed
no significant reduction in abuse,
though r.ttes throughout the county
increased during the same period.

C11i~·~jt'S

Despite the results, the principles
behind the model appear to have
taken hold, officials said.
"Our community believe:; in this "'
and is convinced this is the way we
need to be moving forward," said Gloria Johnson. coordinator for Partnership for Safe Families in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
In Iowa, similar partnerships have
been created in more than h:tlf the
state's 99 counties.
Last year in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
social workers reported 274 family
meetings for 153 families, and in surveys taken afterward, 83 percent said
they felt better about their family situation, Johnson said.
"The part that is so appealing is the
idea of everybody coming together
and wrapping around the family, with
resources and support, to help that
family succeed,'' Johnson said.
They also say abuse rates in recent
years have been slow to decline as
more people become aware and comfortable with reporting suspected
child abuse.
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Farmers' markets on rise Police suspect drug use ~
(AP) WARSAW - When Bob
and Elsie Ewbank quit growing
tobacco last year, they decided to
capitalize on the growing popularity of farmers' markets.
Their goal was to make enough
off their produce to pay their
home and car insurance and their
property taxes.
"We have very productive
land," said Elsie Ewbank, 61. "It
looked like it would be a good
summertime business."
The Ewbanks were among
1,678 vendors who packed up
their homegrown fruits, vegetables and flowers and flocked to
fanners' markets across the state
this year, an 8 percent rise over
2004.
There were 98 farmers' markets across the state in 2005.
Janet Eaton, marketing specialist for the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture, estimated 60 percent of tobacco growers are find -

ing ways to replace their income.
She said she had no data on how
many of them have turned to
farmers' markets.
Eaton attributes the increased
popularity in farmers' markets to
a renewed interest by consumers
in buying fresh. locally grown
produce.
"It's a customer-driven phenomenon," she said.
Elsie Ewbank said people ask
all kinds. of questions about her
produce. Among them: whether it
was sprayed with pesticides,
when it was picked and whether
she used genetically engineered
seeds.
"There are a lot of young families that are really serious about
what they're feeding their children and themselves," she said.
The Ewbanks sell at five different mar kets in northern Kentucky. She said on a good day,
they could make $100 to $200,

depending on what produce they
were selling.
In northern Kentucky, there is
evidence of the markets' growing
popularity.
T he Boone County Agriculture
Extension District is building a
$1.1 million, e nvironmentally
friendly lot and indoor facility for
demonstrat ions at its farmers'
market.
Erlanger's Main Street coordinator had to fmd a bigger space
last year to accommodate the
farmers' market there after the
number of vendors doubled from
the venture's first year.
The future seems to be bright
for farmers' markets. according
to the state Department of Agriculture. A study conducted two
years ago found that although a
state-run market wouldn't be fea·
sible, regional markets in north·
ern Kentucky, Louisville and Lexington could be successful.

as cause in investigation
(AP) RICHMOND- A drug overdose
is suspected in the death of an Eastern
Kentucky University student, state
police said.
The causc of a second student's death
waS still being investigated, police said.
Shawn C. Samples, 19, of Ravenna, was
found dead in his EKU dorm room Nov.
23. Sgt. Steve Owen said a preliminary
fmding was that drugs were involved,
but toxicology results will not be available for several weeks.
Samples was shot in the back by
another tt•enager two and a half years
ago and had lived in constant pain, said
his mother, Deborah Samples of Ravenna. He took medication for pain and to
help him sleep.
"It's kind of presumptuous (for state
police) to jump to that conclusion without having specifics," she said.
Less than a week after Samples death,

Chase Hnll, 18, of Knott County was
found dead in his dorm room.
An autopsy was conducted Tuesday,
but police will not make an initial dete r·
mination of the cause of Hall's dcatli,
:
Owen said.
"There were no signs whatsoever ot
why he should have died," he said.
Hall also had a medical condition that
could have contributed to his death:
hypertension, said his father, Ellis N.
Hall.
,
Chase Hall broke his sternum in
August 2004 when he hit a cable while
riding an all-terrain vehicle.
His sternum did not heal correctly
and Hall was forced to undergo surgery
during the summer to rc· brcak and reset
the bone.
The family didn't let him take all of his
pain medication for fear he w ould
become addicted to it.

Clarksville
residents

speak out
(AP)
CLARKSVILLE,
Tenn. - Some residents of a
town known for its patriotic
support of the troops say it's
time soldiers return home
from Iraq after 16 based at
nearby Fort Campbell died in
combat in November - more
than any other month since
the lOlst Airborne was first
deployed there in March
2003.
Nineteen died in all in
November, including deaths
from accidents, raising the
toll to 90 since the unit's frrst
deployment.
.
"Don't let any more of
them young boys die. I say
bring them home, bring them
all home," said Clarksville
resident Sandy Meriwether,
64. "It's awful sad what is
happening over there. Our
young men are dying, and we
don't exactly know what for.
Why are we still there? When
are they going to be brought
home for good," he asked.
Bob Frost, a Clarksville
native who is a risk management consultant and a quarter horse trainer, compared
the Iraq war to Vietnam and
said he thinks it's t ime President Bush sent troops home.
"I remember the mess that
Vietnam was. I was in college
during the withdrawal, and it
wasn't pretty when we pulled
out," said Frost, 54. "I also
remember that when we
were talking about Bosnia,
Congress insisted on an exit
strategy. We don't have one
in Iraq."
Bush, facing growing
doubts about his war strategy, said Wednesday in a
major speech in Annapolis,
Md., that Iraqi troops are
increasingly taking the lead
in battle but that "this will
take time and patience." He
refused to set a timetable for
withdrawing U.S. forces.
The lOlst Airborne's four
brigade combat teams, about
16,000
soldiers,
began
deploying in September and
most are in Iraq - the division's second deployment to
the war zone. The first
deployment was sent over in
early 2003 and returned
nearly a year later.
In 2003, the post on the
Kentucky-Tennessee border
lost 31 soldiers, and in 2005,
25 soldiers from the post
have died. Six of this year's
deaths were in October.
Ken Rogers, 40, a former
Marine who once worked as
a civilian employee at Fort
Campbell, said troops need
to come home.
•
"Our guys are going over
there and getting their butts
shot off, for what?" Rogers
said.
School bus driver Mayetta
Chase, whose
husband
retired after 26 years in the
military, disagreed.
"We live in the land of
freedom, but it'.s not really
free because somebody had
to pay the price," she said.
"We have men and women
over there who are paying
the price. We need to support them and their families
in every way we can."
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Director hopes
to have coach
in place soon
Nathan Clinke nbeard
Sports Editor
nc/inkenbcard@thcncws.ors

The searL·h continues for a new head
football coach after Athletics Director
Allen Ward made the decision Nov. 18 to
recommend not renewing joe Pannunzio's contract for a seventh season.
Pannunzio became Murray State's 15th
head football coach in 2000 and leaves
with a 30·37 overall record. He won the
Ohio Valley Conference championship in
2002 with a final-second victory over
Eastern Illinois. With that win, the Racers
earned a spot in the l·AA playoffs but lost
to Western Kentucky in the lirst round.
The Racers stum·
bled in 2003 with a 4·
8
record,
but
rebounded in 2004
with a 7·4 record. In
OVC play. Murray
State went 6-2 and finished behind jack·
sonville State in a tic
for second with East·
ern Kentucky. A win
against
Southeast
Missouri State and an
overtime road win
against the Colonels
bolted the Racers to a
Pannunzio
four-game win streak Former football
to end the season.
Head Coach
Ranking seventh on
the Racers' all-time wins list, Pannunzio
coached his final game Nov. 17 against
Tennessee-Martin, which Murray State
lost 49·20. A week before, his team
defeated Austin Peay 42-6 when running
back Stevie Chancy broke several school
and OVC records with his 310·yard rushing performance.
Pannunzio said he hoped he made a difference in his players' lives, not just on
the playing field.
"My only hope is that we touched some
lives m a very unique and loving way. and
along the way we have produced some
young men who have acted and will con·
tinue to act with the utmost class and
integrity,'' Pannunzio said, "This community has always been very supportive of
my family and the families of our coaching staff. For that I will be forever grateful."
Ward now faces the task of finding a
number of candidates worthy of taking
the helm of a Division I·AA team.
"We're making progress," Ward said.
"Thanksgiving slowed things down a lit·
tle bit with people being out, but things
arc picking right back up. I've gotten a lot
of calls, a lot of recommendations from
people, and I'm very pleas~.·d with the
candidate pool that I have."
While Ward would not name any of the
candidates because he is still sifting
though applications and resumes. he said
getting someone in place by mid-December would be ideal.
Having a coach in as soon as possible
will help with recruiting since the mad
dash to get new players is set to begin.
Ward said the quick timetable is probably
aggressive, but it's still his goal.
With most team's seasons complete,
Ward said he has been able to get in
touch with certain candidates.
"Some of the ones I wanted to talk to I
felt a little more comfortable after the
season was over," Ward said. "We're
making good progress as quickly as I
would have hoped."
Ward is h•eping his options open with
regards to the experience a candidate
should have to get consideration for the
job. Ward said he would prefer someone
with head coaching experience, but that
he was not stuck on it. Anyone at the
Division I or I-AA level, including Division II and high school coaches could
also be considered.
"If I need to talk to 10 people, I'll talk to
10. If I need to talk to two, I'll talk to two,"
Ward said. "It's just a matter of getting to
a point where I'm comfortable with the
search and that whoever I'm talking to
that I'm very comfortable they could lead
our program."

Joe

by Michael Mclaurine/guesl

Sophomore forward Justin Orr drives the lane against Tennessee guard Jordan Howell in Wednesday's 64-S31oss.

Rugged pace
keeps Racers
from victory
Nathan CHnkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thcnews.org

After receiving little attention
from Kentucky universities upon
winning the state's Mr. Basketball
honor in 2004, Tennessee guard
Chris Lofton showed the Racers and
the rest of the Bluegrass state what it
was missing Wednesday night in
Nashville.
The sophomore from Mason
County High School in Maysville
took over the game late in the second
half, scoring 12 straight points fo r the
Volunteers in a 64-5~ victory.
Lofton's 3-pointer with 7:26 remain·
ing in the game put Tennessee allead
for good after Murray State Jed 32-26
at halftime and had as much as a
nine-point lead.
Tennessee Head Coach Bruce
Pearl said the game was a good test
for his team early in the season and
the Vols won because Lofton took
the burden of the team on his back.
"Murray State is a really good basketball team," Pearl said. "I expect
them to compete for the league
championship and be in the postseason. I told my guys, if you want to get
in the postseason, you got to beat the
teams that are going to be in it. Chris
Lofton stepping up offensively was
the key to us winning the game."
It was a tale of two halves fo r the
Racers and Volunteers as the two
teams took turns shooting under 30
percent for a half. Murray State's
poor shooting half came in the second when the Racers only managed
21 points.
In the first half, 20 bench points
sparked the Racers as freshman
guard Tyler Holloway scored 11 in 10
minutes of action. Holloway also had
three 3-pointers in the half, but Tennessee's defense put the clamps
down in the second half to shut him
out.
Pearl recognized the Racers usual-

Head Coach Mlck Cronin, owner of a 46-19 career record at
MUI'l'ay State, answers quesdons after,the Tennessee game.
ly put away teams from behind the
threc·point line.
"Murray State does not lose many
games when they have more t hrees
than their opponents," Pearl said. "I
thought that was a problem, and they
had five (3-pointers) in the f11st half.
Holloway went off and he's a no
leave guy."
Junior guard Trey Pearson and
senior guard Keith Jenifer went a
combined 4-for-21 for the game and
Pearson missed all six of his 3-point
attempts. Pearson scored eight

points and )enifcr's three points
were the Racers' first three of the
game.
Head Coach Mick Cronin said
Tennessee's guard defense was
tough, but his guards had plenty of
opportunities to score.
"I thought their guard pressure
was very good, but we had plenty of
open looks." Cronin said. "You got to
prepare to make shots when you're
tired at winning time against high
quality opponents, and I think that
came back to bite us tonight."

Senior forward lssian Redding led
the Racers with J4 points off the
bench and junior forward Shawn
Witherspoon contributed 10 points
and nine rebounds. Lofton led the
Vols with 18 and fellow guard C.J.
Watson had 11 after being shutout in
the first half.
The two teams got a chance to
play in the arena they hope to be
competing in come mid-March as
the OVC and Southeastern Conference Tournaments will be at the
Gaylord Entertainment Center in
Nashville.
Murray State got a taste of the
arena, and for the second time in two
years, the Racers got a chance to go
against former head coach Scott
Edgar.
Edgar, now an assistant coach for
Tennessee, guided the Racer$ from
1991·95 and won three OVC regular
season titles. The Racers went to
two NCAA Tournaments and earned
an NIT bid in Edgar's four seasons.
Edgar said he sees similarities
between what Cronin has done and
what he did in his time at Murray
State.
"Mick's tenure there kind of
reminds me of mine," Edgar said.
"We won the first year. second year
he coached like a brand new team
with a lot of brand new players. He
did not win the league, and I didn't
win the league my second year. His
team has matu red t remendously
since we played them at UAB last
year."
The Racers are on the road against
Texas-San Antonio Saturday, then
begin the conference schedule when
Eastern Kentucky comes to town for
a 7:30 p.m. game Thursday.
"It's early, but what you got to do
is worry about getting better,"
Cronin said. "We got to worry about
the areas that we need to shore up.
No. 1 is our defensive rebounding,
and we need to learn how to get up
and down the floor."

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Basketball
Knicks at Pistons

Saturday: ABC @ 7 p.m.
ACC Championship
Florida State vs. Va. Tech

Saturday: CBS @ ll p.m.
NCAA Basketball
North Carolina at Kentucky

Sunday: CBS @ noon
NFL Football
T itans at Colts

Murray State Events
Tonight: W B ~Ball @ 7 p.m.
State Farm T iger Classic
Murray State vs. Alcorn State

Thursday: W B~Ball @ 3:30p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State

Saturday: M B-Ball @ 2 p.m.
UTSA Convocation Center
Murray State at Texas-San Antonio

Thursday: M B-Ball @ 6:30p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Eastern Kentu c~y at Murray State
.,
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Loss to Cincy
still proves
team's worth
Where's a sharp instrument when you
need one?
That's how I felt after Cincinnati's
James White pick-pocketed Trey Pearson
at the top of the key and went in uncontested for a game-tying dunk in the Racers' overtime loss to the Bearcats.
We had it won. It was in the bag.
Cincinnati wasn't fouling, and I looked at
my dad like a deer in headlights. All we
had to do was get a shot up, and with a
four second differential from the game to
shot clock, if Cincinnati got a rebound,
they would have required a prayer to win.
The Bearcats took a gamble, and it paid
off. Pearson had the ball for a reason. He
is one of the team's best ball handlers, and
the standard operating procedure in this
situation was to foul. Pearson was perfect
from the free-throw line at that point.
I was thinking about the air time we
would get on ESPN.
They would talk
about Cincinnati not
being able to get it
done with a new
coach after getting
rid of Bob Huggins.
Murray State would
have been the talk of
the college basketball world for at
least a few days.
Then James Bleepin'
White had to crash
the party.
Nathan
It's hard to be in Clinkenbeard
good spirits after a
Sports Editor
loss, and I was pretty depressed walking out of the arena.
However, walking across a crosswalk
going to the parking garage, my attitude
took a turn for the better. A Cincinnati
police officer who noticed my Racer garb
told me we played a great game and that
we had a good team.
He was right. We did play well, and we
have a good team. We're certainly not
going to face a team that plays defense as
well and hard as Cincinnati unless we
make it to the NCAA Tournament. Even
there, we might not see that good of a
defense.
We were right there with the Bearcats
the entire way, and we should have put
them away at the end. The game was.
ours, and it should have been our tum to
get the limelight. Woulda, coulda, shoulda. But we didn't win, and it's time to
move on.
This team easily has a chance to walk
away with the conference title, and it
begins Thursday against Eastern Kentucky. Several things impressed me
watching the Racers go up against a Big
East opponent.
Cincinnati only out-rebounded the
guys by two, and since the Bearcats are a
taller, more physical team, that stat was
pretty impressive. Spoon has to become a
Cuthbert Victor-type player snatching
rebounds, especially on the offensive
glass. He spent a little too much time
standing around the three-point line last
year, but this season I can already tell a
difference.
Justin Orr is going to be an incredible
player for Murray State. He is busting
with •talent and his sophomore season
could be a breakout. Orr gave Cincinnati
fits in playing 43 of 45 minutes and Campbellsville couldn't do much to stop him
either.
I hope someone else noticed the early
play of Pearson Griffith. The senior center bas the defensive skills, but on the
offensive end Griffith has been more
active. While be didn't shoot for a high
percentage against Cincinnati, the fact he
kept going at the basket pleased me. Keep
feeding the big man the ball so a post
presence can be established because the
OVC is a small league.
This is my fourth year at Murray State,
and we have yet to win an OVC regular
season championship. With a deep, talentea team and the best young coach in
the nation, the pieces are in place. The
Cincinnati officer was right, we do have a
good team.
Maybe no sharp instruments under my
bleacher seat wasn't such a bad idea after
all.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.
~
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Head Coach Jol Felton talks to freshman guard Amber Guffey during the Racers opening game against Ball State. Murray State
lost the contest to the Cardinals 90-72, and Guffey scored seven points, including a 3-pointer, on 2 of 5 shooting in her debut.

Racers lose lst four games, look to EKU
Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdillard@thenews.org

The 2005-06 season has not been
an enjoyable affair for the Racers as
they have dropped the first four
games of the season.
T he Racers fell to Northern Iowa
Wednesday night in Cedar Falls,
Iowa, 82-62.
The story of the game lie in the
percentages. Northern Iowa shot 50.8
percent from the field and went 9 of
17 from three-point land in its home
opener.
Ashley Nichole Hayes' 19 points
and Erica Gordian's seven rebounds
led the Racers.
The Panthers led from the get-go,
going on a 12-2 run early in the first
half to take a 12-point lead. Another 82 run to close out the half gave Northem Iowa a 16-point halftime lead.
It would only get worse for the
Racers. With a little under five minutes to go in the game, Northern Iowa
led 76-47, a deficit of 29 points.
Murray State closed the game on
an ll-2 run to cut the margin to 20.
The Panthers were paced by Cassie
Hager's 21 points and five rebounds.
The Racers also fell to Ball State
and regional rivals Southern Illinois
and Western Kentucky in the first
three games of the season.
"The first two games, I was not
pleased with our effort," Head Coach
Joi Felton said. "There were·a lot of
times we made pretty good come-

Matthews is out with a sprained
ankle, sophomore guard Shaleea
Petty is injured and sophllmort- guard
Alaina Lee is listed as day-to-day
with an ankle injury also. Junior
guard/forward Derrica Jones has
been cleared to play but is coming
• back from knee surgery and still limited.
"That's not an excuse," Felton said.
''It's just a reality. Our tenm is a lot
different with those kids who arc out,
when they're playing."
Even with the injuries, Murray
State gave nationally ranked Western
Kentucky a first-half scare Satun.l:ty
and led 23-22. Thl' Hilltoppers,
ranked 31st in the ESPN/WBCA poll
and 37th in the Associated Press poll,
eventually pulled away to claim a 8659 victory.
The biggest challenge of the night
fllr the Racers was stopping Western
Kentucky sophomorl' forward Crystal Kelly. Kelly was the 2004 Kentucky Miss Basketball and an ..AllAmerican in high school. The Racers
Junior guard Ashley Brooke held her to l3 points on 4-for-10
Hayes goes inside during the shooting.
second half against Ball State.
"We did a pretty good job on Crysbacks at times, but we didn't sustain tal," Felton said. "We tried to just
that effort, so after those first two match her intensity. You're n<lt going
games. we went back and talked to do a whole lot to .really stop her,
about effort.':
•
but coming into the game. Crystal
Early in the season, the Racers was averaging 32 points against Charhave had to fight through injuries to lotte and Louisiana Tech."
Alaina Lee led the Racers with 17
several key players. which could be
partially responsible for the slow points, three assists and two steals.
Junior forward/center Ericn Gordian
start, Felton said.
Junior guard/forward Gcrraca c:1me off the bench and pulled ·eight

rebounds and scored eight points.
Western Kentucky ~hot 52.5 percent and held the Racers to just 21.4
percent shooting in the second half.
The Racers took on Southern illinois Nov. 22 and fell 94-77 to the
Salukis.
A bright spot fur tht• Racers was
the play of freshman guard/forward
Ashley Nicholc Hayes. Hayes collected her fir~t collegiate doubk'-doublc,
scored 21 points and pulled down 11
rebounds to lead the Racers in both
categories. She shot 8-15 from the
field, a perfect 5-5 from the free throw
line and added three steals.
The Racers trailed by :ts many as 17
points in the tirst half but recovered
and cut the Saluki lead to 42-36 early
in the second half before watching
Southern Illinois pull away for good.
Amber Guffey scored 18 points and
dished out five assists while junior
guard/forward Ashley Brooke Hayes
scored 14 points and went 4-9 from
behind the three·point arc:.
Southern Illinois shot 54.4 percent
from the field. Guard Jayme Sweere,
who scored 28 points, led the Salukis.With those losses, the Hacers hope
to rebound tonight against Alcorn
State in the State Farm Tiger Classic
in Columbia, Mo.
The Racers will play either
Arkansas-Pine Bluff or Missouri Saturday night In either the championship or the third-place game.
The Racers open OVC play at 3:30
p.m. Thursday against Eastern Ken•
tucky at the RSEC.

Season best not enough against Alaska-Fairbanks
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.orx

Traveling 3,884 miles to be
defeated would be quite
upsetting and much to the
Racers' chagrin, the University of Alaska-Fairbanks
Nanooks did not leave the
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range disappointed.
On Nov. 21, the Racers tallied 4,648 points out of a possible 4,800, but the Nanooks
finished 73 points ahead of
Murray State.
Although the team was
shooting for a win, ,Head
Coach Ann Proctor was not
dissatisfied with her team's
performance.
"The score that we shot
was our highest home match
score, and it tied with our
highest away match score,
which is what we shot at
Tennessee Tech," Proctor
said. "I think we pick up a
couple of points every time
we shoot."
The match was the first
home competition for the
team since Sept. 24.
To lead the way for the
Murray State Gold team,
sophomore Cameron Hicks
shot 586 in air rifle and 581 in

• ~elry • 'Ia:k

· ~ Nutrena· JW

• Home &Ylud
Ib:or • 'I.ree:i & Shnah;

In the smallbore competition, Brooks and Hicks each
shot n perfect 100. Wallizer
m;maged to shoot two IOOs
out of six targets in air rifle. ~
For the Murray State Blue
team. freshman Kevin Witbrodt finished with 579
points in cal·h category, giving him an aggregate score of
1,158.
Senior
Brandy
Boucherie totaled 1,137, and
freshman Erica Meece finished three points behind.
Belluzzo added 562 points
in air rifle. and Culbertson
finished smallbore with 573.
The Racers will wait until
)an. 22 for their next match.
"It's just the way the rifle
season works out," Proctor
said. "We're considered a ·
winter sport.''
Proctor said she is not conducting team practices but
Rashed Taylor/ The Ncw.c.
encourages shooters to focus
Junior Josiah Brooks prepares to shoot in a recent pr actice. T he team posted on their individual perforits highest home match score of the season but fell to Alaska-Fairbanks.
mance. However, Proctor
smallbore, giving him a com- an aggregate score of 1.167, tors to the team's aggregate • also said she thought the
team's long break could be
bined score of 1,167 out of a and junior Josiah Brooks fol- score.
lowed with 1,153 points.
Proctor said her te;lm did utilized as study time.
possible 1.200.
"We're still practicing, but
Matt Rawlings was the top
Competitors in smallbore not let thoughts of the
shooter for Alaska-Fairbanks were sophomore Onn Belluz- Thanksgiving holiday affect they're doing it on their
own,'' Proctor said. "The.
and contributed 598 points in zo and senior Alex Culbert· its performance.
"They were very focused," shooting now is independent,
air rifle and 596 points in son. Belluzzo finished sevcn
smallbore.
poinrs ahead of Culbertson's Proctor said. "They knew but because we have motivat-:
Murray State freshman 572. Rclluzzo and Culbertson that this was important and cd shooters, they shoot on,
their own."
Bryan Wallizer finh;hcd with were the last two contribu- they did a very good job."
Cjft•H if
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Racers unable to win OVC game in '05

.

•
DanTepe

Staff Writer
dtepe@tlrenews.org

: With an opportunity to end the
season positively on the road
~gainst Tennessee-Martin, the football team ran into a recurring
turnover problem that diminished
the chances of a third victory.
· The Racers entered the contest
with the most turnovers in the Ohio
yallcy Conference and tacked on
four more, including three interceptions and one lost fumble, in a 49·20
loss to the Skyhawks Nov. 17.
With two of the turnovers, liTMartin's offense capitalized on the
good field position for two touch~owns.

· Sophomore linebacker Nathan
Williams said the team needs to
focus on Cl'ming together if the Racers want a chance to win next season.
• "Overall, the defense played pretty well and I feel like we played well
enough to keep us in the game or
win," Williams said. "By ncx.t season, we have to bring it all together
to get on the same page and really
work on our team chemistry."
The Racers welcomed back
junior quarterback Ken Topps, who
was out of action for the previous
three games. After the Skyhawks
punted on their opening possession,
Topps and the Racer offense
marched downfield to open the
scoring.
Senior running back Chad Cook
capped a nine-play, 66-yard drive
with a 'l-yard touchdown run.
Cook's first quarter touchdown
run gave him 20 career touchdowns
and ties him with Derrick Cullors,
Russ Hake and Carl Walker for
eighth place on the Racers' all-time
touchdown list.
The Skyhawks quickly responded
with Don Chapman's 8 ·yard touchdown scamper, which was his first
of four for the night.
On the ensuing Racers' possession, Topps fumbled and UT· Martin recovered on Murray's 39 yardline.
However, the turnover was not
the worst news. On the play, Topps
sustained u broken bone in his right
arm, and the injury forced him to
leave the game. From there. the
Skyhawks took contr61.

In a two-minute span, UT-Martin's special . teams blocked two
punts and returned them both for
touchdowns. They also forced an
interception and scored another
touchdown on Chapman's 2-yard
run.
The Racers added a second
touchdown with less than two min·
utes left in the half on a 16-yard pass
from backup quarterback Ryne
Salyer to Daniel Rumley. At halftime, Murray State trailed 35·14.
The Racers' offense failed to find
the end zone in the second-half and
managed just 86 yards of total
offense in the final 30 minutes to all
but erase hopes of a comeback.
Freshman safety Will Werner
returned a blocked punt 78 yards
for a touchdown to cap the Murray
State scoring.
The Racers surrendered 49
points, but that docs not tell the
story of the defensive play.
The Skyhawks started three dri·
ves in Racer t~t:ritory and one at the
2-yard line, which resulted in 21
points. UT-Martin added another 14
points on special teams plays.
The Racers fmished the season
with a 2· 9 overall record and winless in seven OVC games.

Junior quarterback Ken Topps scrambles on tbe.road .ver sus
Tennessee Tech. Topps, a transfer, was injured for much of
the season and left the UT-Martin game with a broken ann.

OVC honors 2 football players, receiver invited to Vegas
Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdillard@thenews.org

Three Racer football players
received accolades from the Ohio
Valley Conference and beyond last
week.
Sophomore wide receiver Maurice
Marchman and senior running back
Nick Turner were named All-OVC
for their performances this season,
and senior wide receiver Dan Rumley was invited to play in the Las
Vegas All-American Classic in Janu·
ary.
Marchman was named to the OVC
Newcomer Team on the heels of his
504-yard receiving year. Marchman
transferred to Murray State from
Kentucky this season and made an
immediate impact for the Racers.
He caught 28 p<lsses, including six
for touchdowns, and averaged 50.4
receiving yards per game. Marchman led the Racers in yards, touchdowns, yards per game and yards
per catch, averaging 18.
Marchman ra~ked up 92 receiving
yards Sep. 17 against Indiana State,
including catching a 71-yard haUback
pass from Turner for a touchdown,
which cut the Indiana State lead to
15-13 and aided a Racer victory.
Turner was selected to the second-team All·OVC squad as a kickoff specialist. Turner transferred to
Murray State from Mississippi State
before the start of the 2004 season
and has made his impact as a running back and a kick returner with
his breakaway speed and agility.
This season, Turner returned 25
kicks. accumulating 658 yards with
~n average of 26.3 yards per return.

Senior running back Nick Turner runs through an Eastern Kentucky defender in the Racers' 43-7 loss to the Colonels Nov. S.
Turner's season highlight came
when he returned a kick 91 yards for
a touchdown against Indiana Stat!.' in
the second game of the season.
As a punt returner, Turner fieldl.!d
14 points and ran for 147 yards, an
average of 10.5 yards per return,
including one touchdown rl.'turn.
Dan Rumley led the Racer
receivers in catches with 40 to end
his Murray State career positively.
He received an invitation to play
in the Las Vegas All·Ameri<if!D Classic, an all-star game for graduating

seniors from around the country,
including many prestigious Division
l·A programs. The game wiiJ be held
Jan. 14 at Sam Boyd Stadium in Las
Vegas and will he televised nationallyon CSTV.
Rumley c11ught 40 passes this year
for 386 yard~. averaging 9.6 yards
per catch and scoring two touchdowns. He averaged 42.9 yards per
game.
As the Racers look toward the
2006 season, recruiting has been put
on hold until a new head coach can

till• phutns

Senior wide receiver Daniel
Rumley go es up for a grab
against the Samford Bulldogs.
be hired and takl' charge.
"That's why we're working so
hard on getting someone in here
quickly." said Dave Winder, assistant athletic director of media relations. uHopefully, the new guy gets
in here about the middle of December and has about six weeks to get
out there and find some players."

Bass Anglers
to compete
onESPNU
The Murray State Bass Anglers club has
been invited to part icipate in the College
Smash-Mouth Bass Championship next
year. Other participating schools include
Eastern Kentucky, Illinois, Iowa. Purdue
and Kentucky.
ESPNU, a division of ESPN that was
designed to appeal to younger sports fans
like college students, will cover the tournament.
According to the network's Web site,
the channel will feature all college sports
24 hours a day, seven days a week.
ESPNU, which started operations in
March. will carry the usually popular college sports, football, basketball and baseball.
The Murray State
basketball team will
have four games
aired on the network
during the 2005·06
season. On Dec. 8,
the Murray versus
Eastern Ke ntucky
game w ill be televised on ESPNU,
and Southern Illinois, Austin Peay
and
Tennessee
Tech games will folWarren
low. ESPNU also
Kin
will televise lesser Outdoor cofumnist
known sports like
lacrosse, swimming. and bass fishing, too.
Bass fishing has grown in popularity for
the last several years. ESPN and ESPN2
already cover the lucrative BASS Bassmasters Tournament Trail. The BASS
tournament trail is what really brought
competitive bass fishing to what it is
today. BASS has set the standards for the
many other tournament trails which have
spawned since its creation. With the
newly found interest that the American
public has shown for bass fishing, the networks have designed Bass Center, a news
program similar to Sports Center.
The only subject Bass Center covers is
competitive fishing. With all this coverage. it has brought the sport of compcti·
tive bass fishing to mainstream American
television.
With the growing popularity of the
spott,"' bass ftshing eventuallr · ~ould • oi.J
,T •
1
,,
"
compared to NASCAR 10 v1ewcr mtercst.
Bass fishing shows have given ESPN the
opportunity to expand its programming so
fewer reruns of other sports will air.
Bass flshing can give viewers an entertaining break between the coverage of
countless traditional sporting events like
football and basketball on the ESPN net·
work family.
ESPNU covered the inaugural College
Smash-Mouth Bass Championship on
Nov. II. H is possible to see a rebroadcast
of the event on ESPN2 during the next
several weeks.
The 2005 championship was held at
Lake Monticello, Ark., and Jonathan Carrie and Casey Sobczak of Stephen F.
Austin University won the championship.
In 2004, members of Murray Statl•'s
Bass Anglers, Don Chalk, Brandon Boone,
Michael Lane, Kirby Watts and Scott
Duckworth competed well in the National
American Bass Anglers Championship
Tournament in the college division. Murray fmished second overall in the team
division.
In the individual competition, Lane won
the two-d ay championship tournament
with more than 17 pounds. Every member
who competed from the Bass Anglers finished in the top 15.
Hopefully, the Murray State team will
compete well in next year's College
Smash-Mo uth Championship. Many
weekend warriors have turned pro
through opportunities such as this. M;my
anglers have quit their day jobs and pur·
sued competitive bass fishing for ~~ living
rather than a hobby and done very well
with that decision. It would he n dream
come true for me to be able to take my
fishing to the next level and make a living
from something that truly love to do.
Maybe you will see soml.! of the the Uni·
versity's anglers rcce1vmg national
awards on ESPNU and maybe even see
them competing on one of the the many
professional tournament trails.

Warren King is the outdoor columnist for
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to wking@thenews.org.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071
753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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RACER BASKEBALL
DOUBLEHEADER
THURSDAY - DEC. 8
MSU WOMEN

vs.
EASTERN KENTUCKY
3:30 p.m.
MSU MEN

Misty Hays!Tht> New~

Tite Bad Chicks discuss game strategy in a huddle before the next play in Monday's
intramural flag football game. The team won locally and will compete nationally.

Intramural flag football teams win
local tourney, ptepare for nationals
Dan Tepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@tht?news.org

The men's and women's imrnmural flag football tournament concluded Munday with the
Bad Chicks and Dirty South gaining an opportunity to win the national championships.
The women's tournament featured 14 teams,
including Richmond and the Bad Chicks. Both
teams received byes because of their regular
season pcrfornwm:es.
Howewr, in the semifinals, Richmond fell to
the Chiefs nfter the team watched the Bad
Chicks defeat Springer in the other semifinal
match.
The Bad Chicks' le\'el of play during the
tournament impressed ~oach David Clay·
brooks.
"We played extremely well in the tournament, and the women just went after their
opponents," Claybrooks said. "They picked it
up after each round, leading up to the fmms.
which tumed out to be our best game."
In the final round, the Bad Chicks held up
their lofty ranking with a 31·6 victory over the
......... ChTetS.- .
Claybr'ook!l did not expect such a solid victory.
"We thought it was going to be a close game
with a good team, but it turned into a
blowout," Claybrooks said. "The girls were

just ready to play, and they played hard
throughout the season and tournament.''
On the men's side, 17 teams competed for a
chance to play in the national championships
in Pensacola, Fla.
During the season, Dirty South and lts coach,
Cameron Greenfield, had some setbacks, but
the coach knew the team was getting better
with each game.
"We played last year. and only two people,
including myself, returned from that team."
Greenfield said. "We put a new team together
and developed chl.'mistry throughout the season despite a fi.'W losses, which we used as
motivation in the tournament.''
Dirty South won three games to advance to
the finals against Sanitary South.
The game remained t ight late into the con·
test, but Dirty South came out l)n top, 26-19.
Greenfield knew only a few points Ct)uld
decide the match.
"We figured it was going to be a close game,
and it remained competitive the entire time,"
Greenfield said. "We got the lead, and we just
knew we had to finish it out by playing solid
defensively."
Now that thl.' Murray State tournament is
over. the Bad Chicks and Dirty South turn their
attention to the national championships in
Pensacola, Fla.
The tournament begins Dec. 28, and the
championship game is Dec. 31.

vs.
EASTERN KENTUCKY
6:30 P• m.
All games held
at the Regional Special
Events Center

We want you!
Come by The Murray State
News Room in
111 Wilson Hall
or call 4468
for more information.

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270.759.3003
Now le~sing at Murray
Place!
Where will you be living
this Fall? Murray Place
offers·2 and 4-bed room,
fully furnished
apartments, each with
private bathrooms and washers
and dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community include:
•Sparkling swim'ming pool
•Exciting community events
•Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool and foosball tables
•Tennis courts
•Fitness Center
•Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
•All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable, and
high-speed internet
•Rates Starting at $299!
www.MurravPiace.com

anager,
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pos1t1ons are
available.
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Play premieres at Murray State
Nontraditional education, Life begins at death in local
?ral storytelling traditions production of 'Levi Bolton'
zn11uencefiormer
pro+essor
Pbillip~ishon
more~h~lOyearsago.
we'~e
;J
'.J '
I.

Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@rhenews.org

••

Murray State's production of "Levi
Bolton" tells a haunting story of ghosts,
murder, adultery, robbery, alienation and
redemption.
However, another story lies behind the
play. The playwright, former Murray State
professor Robert Allen, never attended
school and taught himself everything even how to read.
Allen was born in Huntingdon, Tenn., to
Hazel Marie Jones and William Howard
Allen. His maternal grandfather's family
raised him, and he lived a poor and simple
childhood. Old-fashioned and barely educated themselves, his family didn't allow
him to attend school.
"I benefited greatly, though, by listening
to the oral traditions that my family was
rich in," Allen said. "'Levi Bolton' grew out
of that oral tradition."
However, despite a forbidden formal
education, Allen taught himself at home
what his peers learned in classrooms.
"One of my great aunts read comic
books to me when I was a small child,"
Allen said. "I eventually picked up reading
by comparing what was written in the 'bal·
loons· with what r remembered the characters were saying."
As soon as another one of his greataunts, who was blind, learned he could
read, she had him read to her every day.
First, he read her the local newspaper and
the Bible.
"I read the Bible to her cover to cover,
and then back again, five chapters at a sitting," Allen said.
Eventually, he started reading Shakespeare and the English Classics. He developed a love for the literature as a boy and
read the works of classic authors like
Greek playwrights Homer and Dante.
"I was motivated by a seemingly endless
curiosity and love oflanguage," Allen said.
"I've always wanted to understand, and
knowledge delights me."
A non-traditional student in every way,
Allen didn't attend college until he was 31.
Before then, he jumped from job to job
and worked as a carpenter, janitor, housepainter and upholsterer. When be found
himself out of work, some friends suggested college.
A few months before he began his first
semester at Bethel College, he obtained
his GED with his mere Abraham Lincolnesqe education. After graduating from
Bethel, he received a scholarship to Vanderbilt University where he received his
master's degree and doctorate.
Allen became a college professor and
taught English Composition and humanities at Murray State, where "Levi Bolton"
first premiered.
He previously published a book of
poetry, "Simple Annals,'' mostly
comprised of dramatic monologues. After working with
a Playhouse in the
Park playwright's
group, he got the
idea of stringing
a series of
monologues
together in
a play.

Staff Wnter

The verse play "Levi Bolton" resulted
from his experiment, a succession of poetic monologues depicting dead townspeople telling the tale of one cruel and heartless man.
"I th~ it's finally about alienation and
redemption,'' Allen said. "Levi disrupts the
world he lives in and destroys part of it: he
robs, cheats on his wife and murders. He is
really not a nice fellow at all, yet ... his
young 'daughter brings him back into an
unbroken circle of his family and community."
"Levi Bolton" premiered at Murray
State in the '90s and has not been performed again. After five years of teaching,
Allen left Murray.
He works for Hiwassee College in
Madisonville, Tenn., as an associate professor teaching British literature, composition and world literature.
Murray State is reviving the haunting
verse play for another production occurring Thursday through Saturday in the
Black Box Theater. Yet, this play differs slightly from the original.
Allen reread his script and made a
few changes to make this production a second premiere for "levi
Bolton."
"As I read, I got caught up in it and
saw some •places where additions
might help," Allen said. "A new character was added and several lines as
well."
Bob .:Valentine, senior lecturer of advertising and theater
directed the first production
and is directing the revised
version.
"It's as if he is a crafts·
man, like a carpenter who
takes good care of his saws
and chisels," Valentine said.
"Allen takes very good care
of his words. He doesn't
abuse them or use them
haphazardly without purpose, and that's what's so
great about working with his
lyrics."
Allen also has composed
five plays that have yet to be
performed. He also has written a scholarly work titled
"Classical Origins of Modern
Homophobia.'' which Mcfarland Books will publish soon.
"If you could buy artistic
stock in Robert Allen,"
Valentine said. "I'd sell my
car to buy some."

pdishon@thenews.org

For the next two weekends the
voices of the dead will be heard as
the Department of Theater and
Dance presents the second premiere of"Levi Bolton."
Robert Valentine. senior lecturer of journalism and mass commu·
nications and "Levi Bolton" director. said Robert Allen. former
Murray State professor of English
and humanities, wrote the play in
Murray.
Valentine said the show devel·
oped at the West Kentucky Playwright Festival, and he first experienced it when a slightly shorter
version was performed at Playhouse in the Park in 1994.
"When I was asked to do an
extra production for this semester
l thought of ("Levi
Holton")," Valentine
said.
After getting in
touch with Allen,
Valentim•
was
presented with a
different Vt!rsion
of the play
than the one
he saw

.
month
been rehearsing our
"Tius IS the world prem1ere of chllracters.
this new version by (Allen),"
Daniel Trump, junior from PaduValentine said. "So we're discover- cab, plays Levi Bolton. Trump said
ing new things and the playwright the play is intriguing because of
will learn from his play."
the challenging characters and its
However, he said the newest unique format.
draft still reflects the same word
"I'm really (excited about) 'Levi
play that drew him to the original Bolton' because it is not a show of
"Words to (Allen) arc like base- action," be said.
balls and juggling pins," he said.
In preparing to play the main
"That is why 'Levi Bolton' has Jan- character, Trump said he found a
guage that is almost hypnotic and lot of freedom in developing the
it is up to the actors to make it character because he is the first to
human."
portray him.
"Levi Bolton" tells the story of a
"There's no film to reference,
real historic figure whose life story there's no past performances to
has escalated to legendary and ter- reference," Trump said. "l get to
rible proportions.
craft the character."
"He was a poor orphan who was
Eric O'Reilly, senior from
apparently very bright and ambi- Hardinsburg, said he couldn't be
tious, but he was rough and happier that "Levi Bolton" wns his
aggressive," Valentine said. "The last show before he graduates in
play studies what circumstances December. He said the intimate
would drive a man to those condi- atmosphere of Black Box Theater
tions."
allows each actor to share the spotValentine said the actors in the light.
play memorized their lines within
Min this play ... everyone is lookthe first week of rehearsals. The ing at you," O'Reilly said. "Everyplay focuses more on spoken word thing that is happening· in that
than movement, letting the stu- room revolves around you. I kind
dents develop their characters not of like it because when I talk, I
only through speech but also know everyone is focused on me."
through physical movement.
As for the play itself, he said it
"What this company has discov- was a project he wanted to be a
cred is that the physical (presence) part of from the start.
is just as important, if not more so,
"I got excited about it after I read
than the words themselves," it for the fir~1 time," O'Reilly said.
Valentine said. "Because there is "Tt's art really."
so little movement the tiniest
gesture ... carries great ... power
which really works in (black
box) theater. The actors will
learn more about controlling
the voice and the body than
they would in 100 (Shakespeare
• Wlaeaz '1 p.m. to<Jay.
plays)."
Si~Ntday. 'l.lloaday, Friday
Matt Markgraf, sophomore
and bee. to
from Mundelein, Ill., said being
a part of the play has been
• • , ,!g 1 - Pree with
encouraging for him. He said
.Racercar~. $8 ~
the rehearsals have allowed
adniliJsion
the entire cast to perfect their
characters down to the finest
• ..._. Black Box Theater,
detail.
"Right before the first
3rd floor WilsOn HaD
rehearsal, we were off book,"
Markgraf said. "So basically for the past

Amanda Von Kannci! The N E'I\'S

(Left) Anna Pearce, junior from Paducah,. Sara Jane
Behl, freshman from Owensboro, and Clayton Tune,
sophomore from Annandale, Va., p ractice Tuesday evening
for the ope ning 'Levi Bolton.' The production opened for Its
second premier Thursday evening.
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This Week
• Friday
Dickens dinner
6:30 p.m., Curris Center ballroom, for more
information call 7626448.

Play
7 p.m., "Levi Bolton,"
$8 general admission,
free for students,
Actor's Studio The·
atre, third floor Wit- ·
son Hall

2005

Trends indicate
generations
bridging gap
with music

the
song
remains
the
·
same

•Saturday
ltec:ycling drop-oft'
8 a.m., first Saturday
recycling
drop-off,
North Farm Recycling
Center, North 16th
Street

Testing
8:30 a.m., LSAT, Ordway Hall

Dickens dinner
6:30 p.m., Curris Center ballroom, for more
information call 7626448.

Motocross
7:30 p.m., $10 general
admission, children
under S free, EXPO
center

•Sunday
Redtal
2 p.m., string preparatory program recital,
free admission, Performing Arts Hall

•Monday
Concert
7 p.m., University
Children's Chorus,
free admission, Lovett
Auditorium

• Thesday
Meeting
3:30 p.m., faculty senate, Curris Center
Barkley Room

Recital
8
p.m.,
electro
acoustic recital series,
free admission, Performing Arts Hall

•WednesdaY
Senior breakfast
8 a.m., senior breakfast for all seniors and
graduate
students

~=~~~~~~-::::;

graphic by Ch•a-Hung Changt7hc News

Communities celebrate holiday season with parades, light display
Staff Report

•Thursday
Play
7 p.m.• "Levi Bolton,"
$8 general admission,
free for students,
Actor's Studio The·
atre, third floor Wilson Hall

•Dec. 8
Lunch
11 a.m., Kwanzaa
Potluck lunch, information about Kwanzaa holiday, sponsored by the multicultral center, call to
reserve a spot

Santa Claus is coming to three communities Saturday to kick off the ChrL<;tmas
season with parades.
Murray's annual Christmas parade,
which the Rotary sponsors, starts at 10
a.m. near Memorial Baptist Church. The
parade ends at the Court Square in dov.'Jltown Murray.

If being in the Mumty area isn't possible Saturday morning, visit Hopkinsville and enjoy the community's Christmas Parade. Starting
at 10 a.m.. the parade begins at
Main Street and ends at 14th
Street.
Instead of holding thr parade in
the morning, Paducah's Evening Holi·
da)· Parade starts at 5 p.m. Saturday. The

parade route begins at 14th and Broadway and ends at Second Street.
After enjoying a fun filled day of
parades. visit Noble Park in Pad·
ucah to sec the Noble Park
Lights. Stroll through the park
and view the numerous Christmas light displays. The light show
begins at 5:30 p.m. and is every day
until Dec. 31.

• Wlleai Saturday

•When:
Munay.. lO a.m.
Hopkinsville.lQ a.m.
Paducabt 5:30 p.m.

,.. QUAD SQUAD by Robert Duckett
MEN. ITS FINALS AND
OUR ACADEMIC CAREERS
ARE ON THE LINE. SO
J.IERE IS THE PLAN.~

~----~--------------~~
I

H.IDE IN DR. BRAMAGE'S

TRJ\SH CAN TO CATCJ.I

DISCARDED ANSWERS~.

TODD, J.IACK INTO FSU'S
MAINFRAME FOR SAVED
TESTS...

BIZ, TAKE ANOTHER SJ.IOT SO
YOU WON'T REMEMBER ANY
OF THIS IF VOU ARE CAUGHT,

•Dec. 9
Horsesbow
9 a.m., AQHA horseshow. free admission,
EXPO center

BOOK COI\It:PANY

DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

positions

Our buyback program pays more $$$ than ever!
You can net up to 71% of your money back. Come by and c.heck it out...
9a.m. - 6p.m.
Monday thru Friday during finals week.

• Multicultural Chair
• Showcasing Chair
• PublicitY Chair
lcomputer uraphicsJ

DON'T FORGET!
Order your textbooks over Christmas break and save big $$$ ...

Get On-Line and Out of Line
www.bradleybook.com
Call toll free:

1-888-BOOK-040
save 30 - 50% on used textbooks!

IPPIIcauons available In
suomce.
Due Januarv 11 @ noon.
Interviews wllllollow.

1303 Chestnut St.
753-8767
Have your •credit card and class schedule, loc!uding section numbers
(eg. MAT 14Q-01) handy when you call.
'Mastercard/VIsa/Discover Accepted

...

•
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Humor of 'Just Friends' exceeds genre expectations
Review
Staff Writer Phillip Dishon writes the

movie reviews.
The romantic comedy genre is
always well represented in the spec·
trum of Hollywood fUme::. T he prub·
lcm w ith this is that rarely do new,
creative and unique romantic come·
dies grace the silver screen with most
storylines blatantly stealing ideas
from others.
Unlike the stereotypical romantic
comedy, "Just Friends" is a surprising·
ly fresh and fun movie that never lets
down on the laughs.
The overweight, high-schonl-geckturncd·Hollywood-record-cxt•cutivc
Chris Brander (Ryan Reyno lds)
returns to his chHdhood home in New
Jersey after a mishap on his new
client/ ex-girlfriend Samantha james'
(Anna Faris) private jet grounds thl•m.
Chris has avoided his hometown for
10 years after his "bff,'' Jamie
Palamino (Amy Smart), rejected him
in front of the entire graduating class.
Acting on the impulses of his Hollywood ..personality. Chris ~ontinues to
try to break free from the "friend
zone" to get a shot at getting revenge
on Jamit'.
However, Chris must contend with
the psychotically-obsessive rock star

image I have seen in a theater in
years. Just a word of warning, the end
credit scene is enough to make viewers wet themselves.
Anna Faris also brings her coml'dic
A-game to the fUm as Samantha. easily embodying the stereotypical bub' ble gum pop star. As an actress, Faris
is no stranger to playing the ditsy,
mentally disturbed blonde. Yet her
performance in this film is unique in
how extreme she portrays her emotions, easily swapping between youthful innocence and violent insanity.
Chris Klein adds to his comedic
resume by perfectly portraying the
overly sensitive Dusty. His portrayal
courtesy or justfriendsmovie.com
is so sickeningly pure it commands
T he cast for •Just Friends' Includes (from left) Anna Paris, Ryan laughter and hatred, simultaneously
Reynolds, Amy Smart and Chris Klein.
resulting in a fun character who is so
Samantha and the overly sensitive The relationship between Chris and over the top you can't help but hate
Dusty (Chris Klein), another high his younger brother Mike (Chris Mar- him.
At its heart, "Just Friends" focuses
school reject who is also out to sweep quette) is developed almost entirely
Jamie off her feet.
through short fist fights that b reak out more on the comedy than the
Director Roger Kumble ("Cruel con tinuously throughout the film . romance resulting in a somewhat
Intentions," "The Sweetest Thing") Still, each scuffle is unique. and the rushed feeling as the plot begins to
resolve. This element may distract
brings a sharp sense of humor to this gag never seems repetitive.
film that is continuous and d iverse.
The true humor in "Just Friends" some viewers and understandably so.
Jokes range from the perverse to the rests on the performances of each of The humor dominates the majority of
profound without ever saying any- the actors. Ryan Reynolds exudes the movie leaving very little room for
thing too offensive. The humor just humor and easily steals every scene a true romantic feeling to develop.
Keeping this in mind, the last 30
permeates every scene of the film.
he is in. Every facial expression and
Slap-stick is also a dominant aspect movement he makes is hilarious, and minutes of the movie. all seem someof the laughs in this 111m, resulting in seeing him in a fat suit as the younger what out of place in the film. The
some of its most hilarious moments. Chris is undeniably the funniest humor is there, but there is also a sen-

timental scenes that are hard to
accept because of how funny everything around them is.
This film is not perfect. Although
classified as n romantic comedy, it
plays out more like a comedy with a
hint of romance near the end.
In spite of its misgivings, "Just
Friends" is extremely enjoyable to
watch. Despite the lack of romance,
the film's humor is well worth the
price of a ticket. It is especially a great
movie to experience at the cinema
with a significant other. Just make
sure you're not drifting amongst the
void know as the "friend zone."

3 out of 4 {i)m strips

Zero film strips: Save your cash
One film strip: Catch it'on TV if you're
bored
Two film strips: Rent it
Three filtn strips: Head to the box
office
Four film strips: Hello Criterion Collection

Annual film festival highlights cinematic successes of local filmmakers
Kara McCombs
Staff Writer
kmccombs@thenews.org
Students will showcase their
fUming ability at the Murray
Independent Film Association
Film Festival thi.<; weekend.
John Gibson, president of
MlFA, said the association will
show m least five student films,
ranging from 30 seconds to 50
minutes in length. The audi·
ence can expect to see a variety
of genres of film: comedy,
action and mystery, a ghost

story and a music video.
"The working title of my film
is 'Nice Guys Finish Last,'" said
Gibson. graduate student from
Robards. "It is an every man's
romantic comedy set on a college campus. I had roughly 25
years of romantic experience to
draw upon. This movie is a
compilation of that."
Eric Hovis, sophomore from
Madisonville, entered a music
video and gangster movie in
the festival.
"This music video is for
'Happy Together.' In the video

l am dancing and lip syncing,"
Hovis said. "It is a comedic
short fllm that will be shown in
between some longer films."
Hovis' gangster movie.
"Attack Uh Duh Gangstas,'' was
a collaborative project with
Chris De Bruler, a non-student
from Franklin, Ind., which was
ftlmed last Christmas break.
"We found some sweet props
and decided to make a movie,"
Hovis said. "W e made the
movie with a cool coat. a paintball gun and a fake owl."
Drew McNally, senior from

Cadiz, Jorge Trinchett, lecturer
of modem languages and Jesse
Gilstrap,
senior
from
Cromwell, created •a suspense
film for the MIFA festival.
"We got together as a group
and decided to do a project for
MI FA." McNally said. "We
decided to do a ghost movie. I
wrote the script and acted in
the ftlm."
The plot of McNally's movie
centers around Dylan, McNally's character, who is working
on a paper late at night at a
campus computer lab. Alexis

Greene, senior from Eddyville,
stars as Greta, Dylan's friend
who tells him about a ghost in
the building.
"I've been in MIFA for three
semesters," McNally said. "T he
club was founded in 2000 by
Chris Schweizer. The film festival is a yearly event, but this
year it is bigger than previous
years."
McNally said MIFA usually
holds the festival in the spring
but postponed it from last
spring in order to make this
year's fUm festival larger.

-- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment- - - - • Albums

• BoxOffice

• Songs

• DVD

1. Confessions on a Dance
Floor

1. Harry Potter

1. Runltl

Madonna
2. Some Hearts
Carrie Underwood
3. The Road and the Radio
Kenny Chesney
4. The Emancipation of
Mimi
Mariah Carey

2. Walk the Line

2. Gold Digger

3. Yours, Mine and Ours

Kanyc_ West featuring Jamie
Foxx

1. War of the Worlds - 1. Mary, Mary
Wldesc:reen
James Patterson
2. Predator
2. The Polar Express
Patricia Cornwell
3. Light From Heaven
3. Madagascar

Chris Brown

3.MyHumps
4 . Just Frie nds

The Black Eyed Peas
4. Soul Survivor
Young Jeezy (eaturing Akon

S. Chicke n Little

s. Photograph

S.Now 20

Nickelback

• Web site''

• Books

4. National Lampoon's

Christmas Vacation
S. War of the WorldsFullscreen

Christmas.com

Jan Karon
4. At First Sight
Nicholas Sparks
S. The Camel Club
David Baldacci

Various artists
Source: Billboard.com

r
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Source: Cheri Theatres

First Step Learning Center L,

7S3·3961 • 814 Coldwater Road • Murray
Now aeceptlng enroU11ent • agu 6 weeks to 9 ye1t1 old
Monday-friday 6-9 p.11.

~

g11~~ ljody Haven
WE WILL TEND

ACOUSTIC &
_.:..,.,;:~~~

Massage Therapy Center

Pet Sitting· House Sitting

Established l 985

210 Main Street
759-0420

Source: nytimcs.com

Source: Bcstbuy.com

Source: Billbo.1rd.com

Fidos, Felines, Fish,
Feathered Friends,
as well as any other
fu rry or non-furry
critters in their own
home environment!

"Where everyone deserves a one hour vacation"

With links. gift ideas, shopping tips, cards, decoratio n
suggestions and more. the proprietors of Christ mas.com
tout it as the greatest online
resource for celebrating the
season. Available to visitors
year-round, the Web site
offers gift l>'llggestions for any
friend or rt!lative, links to purchase cards and presents and
help finding stores in your
area.

1608 Highway 121 N
767-0045
866-505-0045

We're the perfect place to
relax yourself for finals.
Christmas ·gift certificates
available now!

Shawn Mam.dl 753-6147

GUITARS

AMPS· KEYBOARDS & MORE
mainstreetguitars.com

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Len ses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

Monday - Friday 10 am. - 5 p.m. • Saturday 12 p.m. -4 p.m.

753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr. Douglu W. Payne

In Olympic Plua, Nezt to Los Portales, Murray

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:

DR. GERALD G. Eoos, M.D.
(

AESTHETIC SURGERY CENTER

>www.eddscosmeticsurgery.com

GUCCI
kate sp-ade

RA L P H

Armani
Tommy Hilfiger
BURBERRY Valentino
RALPH lAUREN

Toll Free (800) 820·4833 • (270) 926·9033

··~ )lullillf L'lj('f.(l/r' fiJ! 111('/·)1/lfr'

1-rlllllflt.··

10 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Saturday
10 a.m. · 3 p.m.
closed Sunday

7 a.m.· 8 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
cl o~St'd Sund
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Legends make holidays memorable
Santa Claus, religion
play a big part
Emily Wuchner
Staff Writer
ewuchner@thPnews.org

Of the many traditions associated with Christmas. storytelling is one of the most
acknowledged.
Families recount memories
of yuletide cheer or unforgettable gifts and c;xperiences, but
possibly the most memorable
stories are those that have
been told throughout the centuries. These stories never
grow old but improve as they
are passed down through the
ages.
Stories such as "The Nutcracker," "A Christmas Carol."
"Santa Claus" and the birth of
Jesus circulate from one generation to the next. While
many choose to celebrate
Santa as the fat man in the red
suit, many are unaware of the
real origins of this character.
The legend of Saint
Nicholas begins in the third
century with his birth in
Turkey. After the death of his
parents, Nicholas spent his
inheritance helping others
who were sick or needy.
He was noted for his dcvo-

tion to children and his concern for ships and sailors, of
which he is the patron saint.
He devoted his life to serving
God, which earned him the
title Bishop of Myra.
During the reign of the
Roman Emperor Diocletian,
Christians were persecuted
and Nicholas was imprisoned
and exiled because of his
beliefs. Because the jail cells
were so full of priests and
bishops, there was no room for
criminals.
After Nicholac;'s release, he
attended the Council Nicaea.
This was formed to preserve
the church, which was being
threatened by other beliefs.
Nicholas died on Dec. 6, 325
AD, and the anniversary of his
death has been celebrated as
Saint Nicholas D:.1y.
As Europeans arrived in the
New World, they brought tradJtions with them. Christopher
Columbus named a port, and
the Spaniards named a settlement for Saint Nicholas.
During the Protestant Reformation in the 16th century,
saints were not highly looked
upon, and some reformers
tried to discontinue customs

photo courtesy oi o;ononrtp<;(lourn nPr

An early rendition of Santa Claus drawn in 1865 by
Thomas Nast, appeared in Harper Weekly.
related to Saint Nicholas. Puritans made it illegal to mention

his name, give gifts or sing
Christmas carols.
It was not until after the
American Revolution, when
the Dutch began to immigrate
bringing the traditions of Sinterklaaus, that society began
celebrating Saint Nicholas
Day.
John Pintard, founder of the
New York Historical Society,
began
promoting
Saint
Nicholas as a saint of both city
and society in 1804. Washing·
ton Irving joined the society in
1809.

That year, he published the
satirical novel "Knickerbock-

er's History of New York." In
the book, Irving makes reference to a jolly man with a clay
pipe.
The following year, commissioned artist Alexander Ander·
son presented a picture based
on Irving's descriptions at an
anniversary dinner.
As society became more
· interested in Saint Nicholas,
their visions and descriptions
began to evolve into the modern-day Santa.
Thomas
Nast
became
famous for his version of an
overweight version of Santa,
Clement Moore for his poem
"A Visit from Saint Nick" and
Haddon Sundblom for his

illustrations of Santa with
Coca-Cola products.
Another traditional story
told at Christmas exists in
churches across the world.
The story of Jesus Christ is
found in the New Testament
of the Bible. Of the four
Gospels, Matthew and Luke
are the only two that tell the
story ofJesus' childhood.
"It is pretty clear that
Matthew and Luke were both
based largely on Mark, but
Mark did not mention anything before Jesus' baptism,"
Chris Bierwirth, professor of
history, said. "Both Matthew
and Luke wanted to flesh the
story out and add interest to
the story of Jesus' childhood,
and they did so."
According to Luke, a virgin
named Mary discovered from
an angel she was pregnant.
Mary's fiance joseph almost
calls off their engagement but
is approached by an angel who
told him Mary was blessed by
the Holy Spirit and will bear a
son who they wiU name Jesus.
Because a decree by the
emperor
Caesar
Roman
Augustus proclaimed all must
go to their hometown to register for a census, Mary and her
husband Joseph traveled to
Bethlehem. Finding no room in
an inn, Mary gave birth to the
baby in a stable.
That night, an angel
appeared to shepards tending

Professor celebrates Hanukkah
instead of traditional Christmas
Family, friends still
honor Christian holiday
M arianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org

One Murray State professor will
take a step away from the traditional Christmas celebrations this
year.
Chris Bierwirth, assistant professor of history, is converting to
Judaism and will celebrate
Hanukkah on Dec. 25.
As the religious studies coordi·
nator, he has researched various
religions and was drawn to
Judaism.
"Judaism makes the most sense
to me," Bierwirth said.
The reformed sect, which began
ordaining women as rabbis about
30 years ago, especially appealed
to Bierwirth because it is the most
modem sect. he said.
Bierwirth said the conversion
process takes a long time, and be
began the process in September
2004. He hopes to be fully converted in the spring.
"People want to make sure you
really want to be a Jew (because)
Jews have had a long history of
persecution," Bierwirth said.
Jews celebrate Hanukkah,
Hebrew for "dedication," to honor
the 164 B.C. Maccabee defeat of
the Seleucid Kingdom to regain
control of Jerusalem. Under his
rule, King Antioch us IV Epiphanes
used harsh efforts to outlaw Jewish practices in the Greek kingdom.
After the Maccabees recovered
control of their land, they needed

art by Phillip Dishon/7he News

Jewish clilldreo play with drei-

dels during Hanukkah celebrations to win candies or coins.
eight days to rededicate the Temple that the Greeks defiled but
could only find enough oil to last
one day, Bierwirth said.
However, the oil miraculously
lasted the eight nights the Maccabees required for the rededication, which is why the menorah is
lit for eight nights during
Hanukkah.
This year, Bierwirth will light
the shammas candle in the middle
of his menorah, say a prayer and
then light the first of the eight candles that represent the eight nights
of Hanukkah, he said.
The rest of Bierwirth's family
still celebrates Christmas, and his
wife has no interest in becoming
Jewish.
"It's kind of odd because I am
out of place in my family, and they
don't entirely understand why I'm

doing this," Bierwirth said.
Though Hanukkah is one of the
most well-knov..-n Jewish holidays,
it is a minor holiday on the Jewish
calendar. However. it's the most
widely celebrated Jewish holiday
because it occurs so close to
Christmas, he said.
The tradition of receiving a gift
on each night of Hanukkah is relatively new, Bierwirth said. The
gift-giving tradition began because
of pressure for Jews to celebrate
the holiday the same way Christians celebrate Christmas.
"A lot of Jewish families had to
do something to keep their kids
interested in Judaism," Bierwirth
said.
At some point, Bierwirth said be
might like to teach his grandchildren the dreidel game, in which a
four-sided top, the dreidel, is spun
and determines how many coins
or candies players receive. The
game concludes when a player
receives all the coins.
''It could be the best of both
worlds for these kids,•· Bierwirth
said.
Diane Sater, whose maternal
grandmother is Jewish, experiences both worlds by celebrating
Christmas and Hanukkah.
Since she was a child, Sater,
senior from St. Louis, has celebrated Hanukkah with her grandfather
and family friends, who also are
Jewish.
She participates in lighting the
menorah, but does not receive any
separate Hanukkah gifts, but only
Christmas gifts, Sater said.
"I really like the fact that I grew
up with that because it's always
nice to get a different view of
things." Sater said. "It never really
phased me that that was a big deal
until I came here."

their flocks in a nearby field.
The angel proclaimed the
birth of the Messiah. The
shepards, though terrified,
sought out the mother and
child in the :;table where they
worshiped the newborn.
Matthew discussed the journey the wise men took to see
the baby. After following a star ·
for thousands of miles, wise
men from the east came to
worship the baby shortly after
his birth. The Wise Men present him gifts of gold, frankin- :
cense and Myrrh and worship :
him.
Stoya England, freshman
from Greenville, said her fami·
ly celebrates "All Christmas
Day" Dec. 25.
"Our tradition is reading the :
passage of Jesus' birth from .
the Bible and the Gingerbread
Christmas story," she said.
"Each year a different person
gets to read the Bible passage..
It is an honor."
England's father is a Baptist
minister. She said at church,
the children put on a Christmas story pageant, and the
adults usually perform a cantata.
"The biggest thing about the
story to me is how Jesus was
born of such humble beginnings," England said. "There
wasn't even room for him in an
inn. He was born in just a regular common stable to a common girl and a carpenter."

art
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(Above) During the
Kwanzaa celebration,
many people
w ear
Kwanzaa hats. (Left)
T h e candles in the
Kwanza a celebration
represent different values for community a nd:
•
personal development.

KWanzaa celebrates 1st African ·
harvest celebration for 7 days
PhWlp Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

On Dec. 26, while some families recuperate from Christmas dinner, others,
will begin seven days of celebration and
personal growth.
The festival of Kwanzaa begins the day
after Christmas and continues through
New Year's Day.
According to the official Kwanzaa site,
officialkwanzaawebsitc.org, Maulana
Karenga, a professor at a California university, developed Kwanzaa in the 1960s.
The site indicates the holiday was created to reaffirm the cultural identity and
personal respect of the African culture.
The festival was taken from the fU"st
African harvest celebration known as
"matunda ya kwanzaa," which is Swahili
for "first fruits." These holidays have a
long tradition in Africa that dates back to
ancient Egypt.
S.G. Carthell, director of AfricanAmerican Student Services and Ethnic
Programs, said people often have miscon·
ceptions about Kwanzaa because many
have not been entirely exposed to the
holiday's true purpose.
"It is a cultural celebration.'' Cartbell

said. "It's not an African holiday. ... It is
an African-American holiday influenced
by (African culture). It is more of a reaf- '
firming of the African-American culture.''
Carthell said the cultural identity of.•
African-Americans is unique because it :
developed after their native .i dentities .
and customs were stripped from them..:
He said Kwanzaa is important to show- j
case the cultural identity of the African-·'
American culture.
Even though it is traditionally celebrated seven days out of the year, he said the
goal of Kwanzaa is to provide a lifestyle
for African-Americans.
"The core of Kwanzaa is Nguzo Saba.
or the seven principles," Cartbell said. '
According to the official Kwanzaa Web
site, the Nguzo Saba is the foundation for
community and personal development. It
includes unity, self-determination, collective work and responsibility, cooperative
economics, purpose, creativity and faith.
Between Monday and Friday, the
AASSEP will host open discussions in
Winslow Dining Hall from noon to 1 p.m.
A Kwanzaa Karamu, or feast, will be
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. today. Carthcll said
this feast is free to the public and will
consist of traditional family meals cooked
that students and faculty prepare.

Campus community rich with seasonal traditions, organizational Christmas programs
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer

cnorthcutt@thenews.org

Along with creating a festive
campus with green wreaths
and garlands hanging on the
buildings, the University hosts
several holiday traditions that
are not as well-known.
The residential colleges celebrate the season in their own
unique ways. Elizabeth College
hosts a decorating party after
an annual dinner, and students
prepare a "Senior Breakfast"
for December graduates on

graduation morning.
However, Richmond College
trades the common holiday
eggnog and turkey for noodles
and sauce in their annual
spaghetti dinner.
Regents College also strays
from the Christmas path to
recognize other December hoi·
idays and celebrate the entire
holiday season instead.
"We certainly try to
acknowledge the Christian tradition, but also the African,
Jewish and Asian traditions,
which mark certain December
days for religious observance,

historical remembrance or to
celebrate the winter solstice
and return of the light," said
Squire Babcock, Regems College head.
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator
of Student Activities, said
Hanging of the Green began in
the Ordway Hall lobby in the
late 1970s. Students and faculty
gathered to decorate a tree and
sing carols at the event When
Murray State built the Curris
Center, the event moved there
because it was considered "the
living room of the campus."
The Curris Center version of

the event opened to the community and included an abundance of hors d'oeuvres and a
pigs head for a Christmas feast.
The Murray State choir sang
the Christmas carols this time,
and the president threw a
switch to light a large tree.
"Then, things started changing, and it became less of a
community event," Morgan
said.
Local churches began to
schedule Christmas programs
that conflicted with the Hanging of the Green, which caused
attendance to drop every year.

Because of this decreasing
participation, the Hanging of
the Green transitioned to the
Curris Center staff decorating
a large artificial tree.
It stands in the rocking chair
lounge, surrounded by presents and nativity scenes, nearly brushing the ceiling.
However, the Residential
College Association is resurrecting the Curris Center
Hanging of the Green tradition.
The committee headed by
Cassie Hulett, freshman from
Carol Stream, Ill., organized an
event for Thursday including

food, performers, gingerbread
decorating and possibly Santa.
Hulett said along with Kris
Kringle and gingerbread men,
the RCA will hold a Christmas
Tree Showcase where community and campus organizations
can decorate tiny trees.
The evergreens will be displayed in the Curris Center to
add more Christmas spirit.
"It used to be, ... , a really big
event to start the Christmas
~cason in western Kentucky,"
Hulett said. "I want to start
that again. Like, I want it to be
really special."
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Homemade presents make
easy gifts for friends, family
Casey North<:utt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org
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Buc-.eyes

:
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I

I

I
I
1

I
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I

5 1/2 c. powdered sugar
I
1 2 l/2 c. creamy peanut butter
l (or to liking)
l J/4 c. vanilla
lI 2 sticks soft margarine
1 3 6 oz. Hersey bars

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Snowballs

I

I

l/2 c. of Domino confectioners sugar
l/4 teaspoon salt
1 c. butter
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
2 l/4 c. all purpose flour
l/2 c. chopped pecans
additional domino confectioners sugar

Combine 1/2 c. sugar, salt and butter and
mix well. Add vanilla and gradually stir
in flour. Work nuts into dough. Cover
and chill until firm. Preheat oven to 400
degrees. Form dough into 1 inch balls.
Place on cookie sheet. Bake 8 to 10 minutes or until set but not brown. Roll in
additional sugar immediately. Cool on
1 wire racks and then roll in more sugar.
L------------------------------~

l Melt chocolate in sauce pan. Dip chilled peanut butter balls in
l chocolate using toothpicks. Leave some of the ball uncovered
l to look llke a buckeye. Wait for buckeyes to cool. Refrigerate
l until use to keep chocolate firm.

1

l

I

I
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:

Candy Cane Cocoa

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

l 4 cups milk

l

l 3 (1 oz.) semisweet chocolate, chopped
l 4 peppermint crushed candy canes
l 1 c. whipped cream
l 4 small peppermint candy canes

:

l
l
I

I
I

I
I

lIn a saucepan, heat milk until hot but not boiling. Whisk in the l
l chocolate and crushed peppermint candies until melted and l
l smooth. Pour hot cocoa into four mugs and garnish with l
l whipped cream. Serve each with a candy cane stirring stick. I

L----------------------------------------------~

Christmas can be rough for college stu·
dents. Many times, all they find in their
wallets arc pizza coupons and checkcards
with no money in the account and a list of
presents to buy.
·
However, students can still give great
presents, even campus work study and
fast food job fueled bank accounts . All
that is required is a little bit of thought
and creativity.
Eric O'Reilly, senior from Hardinsburg,
suggested people put everything they
have into Christmas gifts.
"You can wrap yourself in a big bow
and go, 'Hey, baby,"' O'Reilly said.
Homemade gifts make personal and
creative presents. In creating them. students exchange money spent on a gift for
time spent crafting an item made specifically for one person. Often, these gifts
become the most appreciated and unique
presents under the tree.
"One of my friends made his girlfriend
a purse out of duct tape, and it was the
cheapest but coolest present ever," said
Marshall Healy, junior from Franklin,
Tenn. "She loved it. I mean, she used it all
the time."
Though personal creativity is a unique
option, the giver does not necessarily
have to make homemade presents for
their gift to be appreciated.
Heidi Taylor, senior from Central City,
crochets hats and scarves for $5 with the
charm of handmade gifts but with the
expertise most don't have.
"I am a bored '50s housewife born

.

about 70 years too late, and I enjoy cro·
cheting," Taylor said.
When in doubt, individuals can resort
to the Internet, and claim its ideas for
their own use.
www.kidzworld.com advocates mixed
CDs. In the modern world of music
downloads and iPods, students have
access to nearly every song ever
hummed, strummed or digitally faked.
Compile a list of one's favorite tunes and
burn it to a disk, possibly decorating the
top with colorful Sharpies or CD label
making kit.
If making a gift proves to be impossible, the University Bookstore rushes to
the rescue. It stocks numerous items that
arc perfect for friends, relatives and
sorority or fraternity members.
The store has shelves of stuffed animals and picture frames, some of which
represent sorority mascots. For $4.50 to
$9, sorority members can buy stuffed
replicas of their mascots.
Posters and prints make great roomdecorating gifts. The bookstore displays a
collection of $2.50 to $350 posters featur·
ing characters from popular TV shows
and movies like The Simpsons and Animal House.
Also, among the aisles of brushes, high·
lighters and batteries. the bookstore sells
books for those wanting to catch up on
for casual reading. Children's books for
younger siblings. cookbooks for mothers
and Clift's Notes for roommates can be
purchased.
Therefore, minuscule bank accounts
can't be used as excuses for below-par
Christmas gifts. With a little creativity
nothing can beat a cheap Christmas.

Holiday shopping difficult for Christmas season despite various gift ideas
Rockelle Gray
Staff Writer
rgray@thenews.org
Throughout the semester,
many college students make
mental notes of things they
need for their residential college rooms or apartments.
However, many of these
items will not appear on the
_....-gift list submitted to their
families during Thanksgiving
break. Instead, wonts like
clothes and electronics will
replace their needs.
Michael Wojciechowski,
Murray Wal-Mart toy department manager, said he does
not sell many toys to
teenagers.
"The least amount of toys is

sold to children 15 and up rather than generic presents.
because they mostly want
"I am not sure what I am
clothes and electronics," getting them," Glodo said. "It
Wojciechowski.
will depend on what I see at
Lindsay Glodo, junior from the mall."
Department stores have
Pinckneyville, Ill., said she
will ask for mainly books and begun attracting customers
CDs for Christmas from her through their advertising
family.
strategies.
Wojciechowski said WalMichelle Starr:senior from
Mayfield, said she will ask for Mart is trying to attract cus·
Tiggcr collectibles.
tamers by advertising on the
Both students arc going for store's radio, and TV.
want gifts rather than things • He said he tries to enlfa <:\
they will need at college.
the gifts for customets ~ith
"Most of my friends will nice, clean presentation.
probably want things for their
Starr and Glodo both said
apartments," Starr said. "I will they will be shopping at Ken·
probably get them friendship tucky Oaks Mall for the
candles."
majority of ttieir holiday
Glodo said she will get her gifts.
friends personalized gifts
Many college students will

have to dig into their pockets
this holiday season to buy
presents for both friends and
family.
There are various ideas for
gifts depending on the
amount of money a person
wants to spend.
Glodo estimated she would
spend up to $150 dollars during the holiday season, while
Starr expects to spend $300500 on gifts for family and

frrenls;:.:
Wojciechowski said he
expects revenue for this holiday season to be higher than
last year.
He estimates the average
family will spend 20 to 25 percent of their yearly budget on
Christmas gifts.

If college students have
exhausted their funds before
the holidays, creativity is key
in holiday presents.
Photos albums, photo
frames or
personalized
Christmas cards could be the
best gifts.
DVDs and CDs are often
some of the easiest gifts to
purchase if students kn.ow
what new releases their
friend wants to see or the
kind o( music theiT friend listens too.
Holiday shopping can
sometimes be the hardest
task. Determining what a
person might want or need
can be too daunting for some
parents.
Many coUege parents will

give their child the amount of
money they anticipate they
will spend on their holiday
gifts and allow them to pick
out their own gifts.
Many students could make
the choice to turn to the
Internet for their holiday
shopping.
Staying in the comforts of
one's dorm room or fmding
bargain prices fo r gifts online
can make shopping seem less
overwhelming.
•
Most Web sites like Ama·
zon and ebay not only guarantee a variety of gift choices,
but also provide delivery services to customers.
FedEx, DHI. and UPS assist
companies with at-home
deliveries.
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Welcome!
Holiday open house.

.

20% off Store-wide
with $5 purchase or more
register for door'prize
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117 S. 4th
Register for gift
..
Murray, KY 42071
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522-7875
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HELP WANTED

f

-D. 200 horsepower turbocharged
utomatk. CD Player, leather 5t'ats,
oonrooi. 82,000 miles, looks like
w! Geb 27 mik!s per .:allon. Call
70·762·2552 for more info
3·Week Buildtng Sale! ' LAST Ch.~nce!'

GRADUATING IN DECEMBER &
NEED A JOBl
Considef' SPACE CAMP! $9/hr +
FREE Housing I Meals. For more
info, visit www.spac«amp.com or
all (256>721-719&

20l<2b ~ow $)995. 2~xJO $5700.
30x40 $fl.lUIL 40x60 $12,900. Others.

AAIEOE

Ml•cts l'tigh ~now and wind. One t>nd
included, Pioneer 1-8()0.668· <;422.

Needed Personal Care Assistant for a
23·year-old female on campus Tua·
days and Thutsdav' around 9:30 •
3:00. Preferably someone commuting
from Paduah. Call 270·575·9304.

Grand Opening Sale Phase 2. Lake
View BJrgam~! Water accC'is from
$34,900 w/ FRfE hodt ~l•ps . PAY NO
CLOSING COSTS! Sat & Sun 12110 &
121 I 1. llugl' pre.con!>truction s.wings
on beautifully wooded parcel~ at
34,000 acre lake in Tcnn~!>E't!. fnJOY
unlimited water recreation. Surround·
ed h}· stalt' fore5t. lakciront available.
Excellent fmam·mg! Call now 1-800·
704·.1154 x7~0_6_ _~--0WN A LAKfFRONT RnRFAT! Prl·
vale community on the TN/ KY Border.
Jv>t 1-1121'tours to Nashville. Spectac·
ular views of Lake Barkle}'· 1 to 6 :~crt·-,
irom the $40s. r-.iew to market. Call
866-140-7768

AUc•ntlon life & Hc.J!th Agcnh. SI ,000
to 52,000 a week Training provided.
J>resl'l appointments or unlimited
le01ds. Caff Steve~ 8&6·224·8450 ext.
1203
Exchange Program Repre5entative
W.Jntl'cf. Rewaroing volunteer oppor·
tunity to work with high school
exch.1nge student~. Re~ponsibililics
include recruiting host families, super·
vtsing students and working with
schools. Call Courtney at 1·800-473·
069&.
LABORER WANTED: Street wet>ping

ADYER IISl RS: You t-.1n pl,lCe ,1 25word classified .1d in 70 K(•nlucky
new>p.lpN~ for a~ liule as $225 w1th
ont.' or<kr, ont! pavment. Fnr information, contact the das~ified dcpdrtmcnt
of this newspaper or call KP$ 1·502223-81121

contractor needs rl'li,lhi(• f)NSon to
olSSI~t in Street weep1ng operations.
V,1lid drivers license rt•quirro. COL a
plus. Night time work in .1nd around
Louisvllfe. Reply to lntech, 3131
Custer Drive 18, Lexington, KY 40517.
EOE.

An Aftord.1h!c <~nd lleaulliul W(-clding
chaprl in lhl' Smoky Mountain~- Chris·
tian cNemony, pictul'6, video. Oowers, Music :S165. Formal weo~r rl'ntal
also
available.
www.wcdding·
bellstnthcsmok1es.com Clll 1 800·
922·2052

Uf1· lnsurilnce Sale~·

SAWMILL<; from only $2,795! Convert
your I OGS TO VALUABlf: I UMBER
with your Norwood p<>rtahh• hand
.sawmill. Log Skldders .1lso available.
www.nor.voodindustrics.wm Free
infom1atfon: 1-800·578·1163t•xt:100N

r

Br,~nd new com·
p.my In Kentucky ~t·<·ks GA's and
MCA'~; Lead program' avilildble; top
contr.lc ts: Paid adVances. rax Resume
10 {502)225·9657.

Police Oiiicers. Tram in law enfort.C·
mmt. HS Grads t 7-34. Great pay,
ht•nt·fit~. Must relocillt'. Call M·f' 800284 h289.
PROJECT MANAGER: Bridge Con·
struction Co. needs experienced per·
)On tv: SOlicit project,, source out .mel

buy materials, prepare and coordinate
sub<.ontracts, process proiect P<~fl<'r
work. Computl!r ~kills requ1red, (excel,
word, etc.) lnwch Contracting, 3 I:11
Cu~ter Drive #8, lexington, KY 40517.
EOE

Driver, Owner Operators, Company
Average $1.30/ mile. Home wet>kends, during week. No fOilt'd dispatch. Plate program. Oldt>r trutks
welcome Quick start. Call MM< at
T& T! 1-800-511.0082

A·CDl Drivoo. louisville, KY Area
Immediate openings. local deliveries,
~huttle runs, regional runs, yard jockey
and teams. FIT & PIT available. (2yr
H'C ent exp required) 502-452·1 0%
www.abdrivers.c.om

Driv~: Average S47k per year running OTR. A~igned freightlincrs, be
home 2-4 d.1y~ every 2 we!"h Full
benefits. Buy a truck with a low
monthly p.wment, $300 down 1·877·
452-5627. 3 ~COL e~p rt'ql t'OC.

We have drivers projected to earn
$8J,OOO this year! How much will
YOU earn? Excellent homctimel We
~imply offer a whole lot more! Heart·
l.wd
Express • 1·800-441·4953

Drivers/ CDI-A Ozark Motor lines,
Company Drivoo & Owner Operators:
Home wcckrnd, great pay & bencf1t&,
OTR pay increase, starting at 38 cpm!
800-264-2033

www.he'!._rtlandexp~co~

ATII'>: DRIVERS!! f>.:ational Di~tributor~

leasing, Inc lla\ select positions
open! Good benefits, pay & freight
lanes. Call today! 877-334·9677.
www .ndsin.com
DeitJ Trucking Sc.huol: Accepting
Trainees for Werner, Swift, CR Eng·
land, othelli! 16 d.1y CDU SO down,
~tuc.lent financing! Tuition reimbursement avail. Job placement asst. Moo·
Sun 1-800·883.0171x6
Driver· $2,7!i0 ~ign On! •f1omt' l
nights weekly •rarn up to $49,000 1~~
year *Benei1ts 1st of month after 30
days. •freightllner/ International ConV('ni!Onals. Need CDL-N 6 months
OTR. JDC Logistics 877-687-5627
7dayslw~
_ _ _
Drtver: Be homt' <'lll'ry wE'f'kcnd! And,
1•2 times/ WL'ekl farn Up (O $50,000
first year! Regional fiatbt'<l deliveries.
Cla~s·A CDI ,md 6 months tractor
trailer experience required. Waba~
Valley Transportation, Inc 80().246630S, www.wvtonhne.com
Drivt:r- Covenant fransport. Excellt'llt
)'lJY & Benet1t~ for experienced drivt'J\,
010, ~los, teams & graduate students.
Bonuses available. Refrigerated Now
available. 888-MORE.PAY (888-667372'))

Drivers, Cla~s·A: No matter what's
Important to you, find it al www.HotDD).com. Bcuer pay, home-time, benefits Search our Hot Dedicated Driving
Jobs! Enter online to win a 200:>
Polaris ATV or c.1ll 1·888·421·8446
Drivefli: Did you average S1.!JJ in
your Tractor or S1,45 in your ~traight
truck last weekl Our drivers did! Tri·
State Expedited 888-320-5424
Driver;- FREE XM Radio, Pre-Pass, Tri·
Pac Generators! Great pay! No tc1uch.
No hazm.11. Ask about liAR! EY
DAVIDSON & $20,000 C.1sh Give·
o~way! 2 ye.trs OTR COL RTf: 800·
963·3363, ext.22_7_ __

Get Practical Mtles wllh CFI! Weekly
W. Memphis Orientation. $0.05 NE

Bonus pay! XM Service provided.
Class·A 1.01 Required. Apply 1-800·
Cfi·DRIVf
(1·800·234·3748);
www.didrivt!.com
No Expcrienw· No Job? No Problem!!! COl Training· Job placement.
S740·$940 wk. No money down.
Lodging. Meals, Transportation. Hiring
In your ,~rca today! l-877 ·5r,4~90·
Act Now Dnwrs· Flatbed, Bulk Tank
and Reirigerated divisions. Performance haS(od pay. Experienced Operators, lnd<'pendent contr.lCtOI'li or tompany dnvcr~ . COL Instruction Program
availdhlc. W\\w.primelnc.com 600·
771·(>316.
What arc you waiting forl CR lngland
is hiring In your are.:~ Company spon·
sored 16 day COl training Is available.
No experience needed. Call 1-800398·'l'l08

Driver;. St•mi OTR Drivers. Are you
just a number? Come work for the
BUSKE family, good equipment, pay,
benefits Morel Ask our drivers! 800879-2486 x286
Drivel'li· S('mi·Owner Operallorsl f<trn
up to $1.41 pt·r mile. Fret> ba~e pl.ttl·~,
permits, quakom. No tou<h freight!
Drivers, Check us out. 1-877·613·
6385 x286

CHERRY BlOSSOM GOLF AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Cif'Orgetown. Golf
D1gt~M voted us bt:st places to play
200411uin us (or you1 next round/out·
ing. ~pecial Membcr..hip available.
502-570·98491

MISC.
E.un IJt•gree online from home. •Med·
ie<tl, "Busines~. "Parale~al, •eomput·
crs. lob placement ass1Mance. Com·
puter and financial aid if quality. 86b·
858-2121 .
www.onlinetidewatertcch.com
$$CASt IS~ lmmediatt• c.1sh for struc·

HEALTH
Family 1-I<MIIhcare w/prescription
plan! $69.95/mo. Nationwide Cover·
age, no limitations. lndudes: Doctors,
Dental, Vision, Hosp. & More. Every·
one ,ICI<·ptl>dl Call: WCG 800-2889214 ext.23.-=:3.:.
2_~~~

TRAVEL

Driv~

Guaranteed hornctimc. Sign
on bonus, 44cpm top starting pay,
Earn over $50k fifltt year, no slip seat·
ing, & months experiente rcquirt•<L
1300-441-4271 ext, KY-100

CANCUN, ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
from $4991 Travel With America'•
LMgest &Ethic! Award Winning Spring
Break Company! Fly Scheduled Airlin~, Free meals, Drinks, Biggett
Celebrity Parties! On-C3mpus Market·
ing Reps Needed! www.springBreakTravel.com 1-80().678-6386

tured ~ttl('ments, ;mnuiti(',, law suit,
mongage notes & cdsh flows. JG
Wentworth #11·800·794·7310

Place your message
in The Murray
State News

classifieds for

#l Spcin& Bre,J!. \VdKits:! L~ price$
guaranteed. free Meotls & Free Drinks.
Book 11 ~pie, get 12th tri~ free!
Group discounts for 6+ www.41rinc·
llrnkD.UcountJ&mt or www.Lmurc:
~m or 800-838-8202.

-

-

~----

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CELEBRITY
CRUISE! 5 Days From $299! Includes
Meals, T<uces, Entry To Elldmive MTVu
Events, ~ach Parties With Celebrities
As Seen On Real Wor1d, Road Rules!
On Campus Reps Needed! Promo code
43 www.SpringBreaiiTravel.com 1800-&78-6386

PER WORD!

lOb
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Decorating for
Jacqueline Jordan
Assistant News Editor
jjordan@thenews.org

Students looking to deck the haUs can turn
their residential college rooms into a winter
wonderland with just a bit of creativity.
Many students do not have a great deal of
cash to spend on holiday decor, said Valerie
Thomasson, interior design student and senior
from Sebree. Although students do not have a
lot of space, they can deal with this obstacle
with a little imagination.
Thomasson said students should keep in rnind
bringing several-new items into their room may
cause it to look cluttered, so students should utilize what they already have. She said students
can drape desk chairs in holiday fabric, or swap
out everyday pillows for festive ones.
She also suggested adding decorative touches
to places most students normally wouldn't consider.
"A door knob hanger adds some color, but it
doesn't get in the way," Thomasson said.
Students could hang homemade or store·
bought snowflakes from the ceiling
with clear thread, but the easiest space to deco·
rate in a residential college room is the walls,
she said.
"You can hang garland over doorways, hang
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requires creativity

up Christmas
cards or any·
thing you think loo~s festive," Thomasson
said. "Homemade touches can really make a
room feel like the holidays.
"Buy wooden letters to spell out seasonal
words, paint them to match your room and hang
them on the wall or above the door. You can
also make personalized magnets to stick on
those mini-fridges."
RentNet.com, has a special section on deco·
rating small spaces for the holidays, which
many residential college residents and apartment renters may find helpful when attempting
to decorate less than holiday spirit-filled rooms.
According to the Web !iite, the use of lights in
a room can make all the difference because even
if students do not have room for a Christmas
tree, lights are compact enough for any space.
The site suggests stringing lights around windows, on plants and their containers or even in
a jar of potpourri. Students shooting ior a mini·
malist approach may opt to hang only white
lights instead of the traditional multi-colored
assortment.
The site also suggests making good use of
wrapping paper. A great way to let others enjoy
holiday decorating is to wrap the outside of a
door like a present. Wrapping paper can also be
used to cover everything from lamp shades to

bulletin boards for a
punch of color.
RcntNct.com urges individuals not to under·
estimate the power of seasonal music to add
holiday cheer. Whether it comes from an
animated screen saver or a CD, cranking
up the carols is one way to set :1 holiday
mood.
Thomasson and R<~ntNct.com agree
mistletoe is a traditional hnlidar must•
have.
·
Students can hang the plant in :1
doorway to ensure a happy, ;md per·
haps kiss-filled. holiday season.

(Above) Block letters can be
painted and then hung on
the w all, put on a shelf o r
desk to add a lit tle decoration to plain residential college rooms. (Right) To add
a Httle Christmas cheer t o
the cold steel . door
knobs, homemade holiday d oor knob hangers
are simple decorations to

•

make.
cioor hangers by ValeriC' lhorne~sson

letter blocks by Jacqueline lordJn/ /he News

CAR ACfiNG UP?
If there are horrible noises
coming from your car,

Finest in consignment

and it's not the radio station's top 40,
IT'S TIME YOU CAME TO SEE US!

Dec. 3
Holiday ope n hous e
\'uti ·d

Best Auto Repair Shop
thrl'l'

\ ( 'dl'- Ill ,1 It

I\\~

We' re committed to quality auto
care, excellent customer service and
fair prices. It's our goal to have you
back on the road fast with complete
auto care, from engine to muffler
and eve ry part in between.

1/2

price

m e rchandis e
s torewide

Register to win
afree gift certificate!

•

,...~

~'

~~

1\ Jll r .(~d.' J
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Formal Wear, Limousines & Vans
'

t

,G ifts for
every wish
This Christmas Shop Murray's

Limousines & Vans

304 Main Street

All occasion
transportation

(270) 759-5000

Weddings, Proms, Banquets
Birthdays and Anniversaries
< Toll Free Nationwide >
www.mrjsladyjs.com

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 a.m. • Sun. 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

